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FOREWORD

Classified material has been removed in order to make the information
available on an unclassified, open publication basis, to any interested
parties. The effort to declassify this report has been accomplished
specifically to support the Department of Defense Nuclear Test Personnel
Review (NTPR) Program. The objective is to facilitate studies of the low
levels of radiation received by some individuals during the atmospheric
nuclear test program by making as much information as possible available to
all interested parties.

The material which has been deleted is either currently classified as -
Restricted Data or Formerly Restricted Data under the provisions of the Atomic
Energy Act of 1954 (as amended), or is National Security Information, or has
been determined to be critical military information which could reveal system
or equipment vulnerabilities and is, therefore, not appropriate for open
publication.

The Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA) believes that though all classified .
material has been deleted, the report accurately portrays the contents of the
original. DNA also believes that the deleted material is of little or no
significance to studies into the amounts, or types, of radiation received by
any individuals during the atmospheric nuclear test program.
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ABSTYMCT -

me gsner~l objective was to eetimate, fr~m analytical data on cloud samples, the relative dis -
~rtiu~foh ~ certain radionuclides between the local and worldwide fallout formed by rnegaton-

~e detonatlom on bind and water surfaces, with particular emphasis on the distribution of
Srm and CSNT~tween lo@ and worldwide fallout.

It ~ p~nned to achieve these object lves by radlochemlcal analyses and particle size mesa-

uremen@ on tie ‘O1low* ‘me of s~piee: (1) particles ~d radioactive gases present h the
upper Portlo~ of ‘he Clou$e to be collected by hkh-fly~ aircraft, (2) particulate matter in the
clouds to be collected aloW nearlY verti~l flkht Path, at eeveral due rent distancee from the
cloud axis, by rOCket-PrOPSllOd sampling devices, and (3) faiiout to be collected at an altitude
of 1,000 feet by low-flying aircraft.

The project participated in a 1.31-Mt shot (Koa) ftred over a coral isiand, a, 3hot
(Walnut) fired from a barge in deep water, and a 9-Mt shot (Oak) fired over a cord reef in shal-
LOW water. The aircraft sampllng program was generally eucceseful, and fairly complete sets
of mth cloud and fallout Samples were collected on each ehot. The rocket program was unsuc -

cessful beca~e Of a Variety of e@pment malfunctions.
The gas samPles were ~alYzti for rtiloactlve krypton, and the cioud and fallout samples

were each analyzed for Srw, CS*S’, and several other nucl~des to give tnformatlon on fractiona-
tion. Fall rate and size distribution measurements were made on the particie samples from the
land-surface ehot. The combined analytical data was used to esthna”te the distribution of Srn
and fJs lST between the iocal and long-range fallout.

There are no results to be reported on the spatial distribution of radioactivity in the clouds,
because this part of the project was dependent on the rocket eamplee.

The results from Shot Koa indicate that, if the cloud layere sampled were representative of
their respective cioude, about one-fifth of the Srw and about two-thirds of the Csi” produced
were dispersed over distances greater than 4,000 miles. Correspondlng fractlons for Walnut
were about one-third for each of the two nuclides. For Oak, the fractions were about one-third

and one-haif, respectively. RadionucUde fractionation was pronounced in Koa and Oaic, i. e.,
the radlonucllde composition in the clouds varied with altitude. The Iocai fallout was depleted,

and the upper portions of the cloud were enriched in both SrM and Cs 13’. Fractionation was
much less evident in Walnut, the water-surface shot.



FOREWOkD :

This report presents the final resulte of one Of the projects Participating in the military-effect
programs of Operation Hardtack. Overall information about this and the other military-effect
projects can be obtained Irom ITR- 1660, the “Summary Report of the Commander, Task Unit
3.” This technical summary includes: (1) tables listing each detonation with its yield, type,
environment, meteorological conditions, etc.; (2) maps showing shot locations; (3) discussions
of results by programs: (4) summaries of objectives, procedures, results, etc., for all proj -
ects; and (5) a listing of project reports for the military-effect programe.

PREFACE

In the formulation of this project, several distinct parts were established: rocket fallout samp-
ling, aircraft fallout sampling and sample analysis, data interpretation, and report preparation.
Responsibility for the conduct of rocket sampling was assigned to the University of California
Radiation Laboratory (UCRL); responsibility for the conduct of the aircraft sampling was as-
signed to the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL); and responsibility for the conduct of
sample analysis, report writ ing, and so forth, was assigned to the U. S. Naval Radiological
Defense Laboratory (NRDL).

The Project Officer was supplied from the NRDL technical staff. H. F. Plank, as technical
adviser to the project officer, was responsible for the conduct of the USL portion: E. H. Fleming
acted in a similar capacity for the UCRL portion; and N. E. Ballou and T. Triffet were respon-
sible for the NRDL portion.

The authors acknowledge the vital contrlmtione made to the project, in both the field and the
laboratory, by members of the laboratories. The individuals included: G. Cowan, P. Guthals,
and H. Plank, of LML; R. Batzel, E. Fleming, R. Goeckerman, F. Momyer, W. Nervik, P.
Stevenson, and K. Street of UCRL; and J. Abriam, N. Hallou, C. Carnahan, E. Freiling,
M. G. Lai, D. Love, J. Mackin, M. Nuckolle, J. O’Connor, D. Sam, E. SCadden, E. Schuert,
P. Strom, E. R. Tompkins, T. Triffet, H. Weiss, L. Werner and P. Zigman of NRDL.
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INTRODUCTION

1.1 oWEC’ITVES

The general objective was to estimate, from analytical data on cloud sampLes, the reIative
distribution of certain radionuclides between the local and worldwide fallout formed by megaton-
range detonations on land and water surfaces, with particular emphasis on the distribution of
Srw and CS13’ between local and worldwide fallout.

Specific objectives were to: (1) obtain airborne particle and gas samples by rocket and air-
craft sampling techniques, (2) determine the distribution of radionuclides between two groups
of particles that differed from one another in their falling rates h air and that could be consid-
ered representative of local and worldwide fallout, (3) attempt to determine an early time distri-
bution of radionuclides and particles between the upper and lower halves of the cloud and radially
outward from the cloud axis, and (4) estimate the extent of separation of fallout from gaseous
fission products by fission determinations on gas and particle samples collected coincidentally
near the top of the cloud at various times following the shots.

1.2 BACKGROUND AND THEORY

Data on the geographical distribution of fallout is particularly needed to assess the global
hazards associated with the testing of nuclear devices, but the information is also important
for an appraisal of the effects of nuclear weapons used in warfare.

It has been recognized since the earliest weapon tests that a substantial portion cf the radio-
nuclides formed in a nuclear detonation are deposited throughout the world, thereby becoming
available for gene ral biological assimilation. The total fallout is usually considered as being
divided into two classes, designated as local and worldwide fallout. In a general way, local
failout is thought of as consisting of relatively Large particles, which reach the earth’s surface
in a few hours, whereas worldwide fallout is composed of finely divided material, which may
remain suspended in the atmosphere for months or years and be deposited at long distances
from the source. A more precise differentiation is needed for specific situations—one of the
most important considerations being the location of the detonation site in relation to world cen-
te rs of population. For explosions at the Eniwetok Proving Ground (EPG), the boundary between
the two classes has been chosen at a particle falling velocity of 3 inches per second; material
settling out more *1OWLYthan this is likely to be transported beyond the ocean areas and deposit-
ed in inhabited regions, if it attains an altitude of 100,000 feet.

The ratio of local to worldwide fallout 1s also governed by the height attained by the nuclear
cloud and the size distribution of the particies in the nuclear cloud, which act as collectors for
the radioactive fiss ion-product atoms. If many large particles with fast falling rates are pree -
ent, as is the case for underground or surface shots where the fireball contacts the ground, the
local fallout will be large. Local fallout can be expected to decrease as the detonation height in-
creases and to become a negligible quantity for an airburst high above the ground.
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Numous eetimates of local fallout have bean mpareo -wm previous operation, mainly
from analyses of radiation intenstty * obblned M *rid and surface monitoring surveys.
However, the uace~tiw in converting from dose rate measurements to flaslon products de-
positd per unit area are so great that ths results cannot be regarded with a great deal of ccm-
fldence. More reliable values are evlden~ly needed, and in planning for Operation Hardtack,
the Atomic Energy Commission exad.ned posstiie -YS of obtaining such information (Reference
1). After ccmdderation of the difficulties inherent in additional refinement of surface measure-
ment tech@ques, @e approach was abandoned. An alternative program based on further devel-
opment of existi’ng cloud-sampling procedures was formulated (Reference 2), and thie culminated
in Project 2.8.

A knowiedge of fallout partition and how it is influenced by shot environment may contribute
to reduction in woridwtde failout during future tests and to a better unclerstanding of the miiltary
implications of iocai faiiout. It wiii also ass Let in extrapolation to previously untried shot condi-
tions and yieide.

1.2.1 Formation and Nature of Faliout PartlciQs. When a surface burst is detonated, great
quantities of the adjacent environment are swept up and mixed with the incandescent air in the
firebaii. There is sufficient thermai energy in the hot gas to completely vaporize ali the material
in the immediate vicinity, but the flow of heat into a maeaive object, euch aa a shot tower, shieid,
or corai rock wiii be comparatively siow even wtth a high temperature gradient. Consequently,
the interior pOMXU3 of iarge structures in the neighborhood may not receive enough heat to
evaporate and wiii be meited only. Later, when the fireball has risen above the mnface, the
materiai carried into it by the vertical air currents around ground zero wiii not be heated to the
meiting point. Aa a result, the fireball in its later stsgea will contain the environmental com-
ponents ae a mixture of solid particles, molten drops, and vapor. The extraneous materiai in
the Pacific shots will consist of corai and ocean water salts pius the components of the device,
shield, and tower or barge.

The preponderance of oxygen and of the environmental materiai in the firebaii 1s of outstand-
ing importance in the formation of the failout particies. As the hot air cools through the range
3,500” to 1,000° K, U becomes saturated with respect to the vaporized constituents, and they con-
dense out u an aggregate of liquid drops (Reference 3), most of which are very smaii (References
4 and 5). These are mixed with the larger drops formed by meiting the environmental materiai
and with the solld particies.

The radlonuclide atoms present wiii coilide frequentiy with oxygen atome or moiecules and,
because the majority of them are eiectron donors, metaiiic oxide moiecuies wiil be formed,
which become thermodynamically stable as the temperature fails. The oxide molecuies, or
free radionuclide atoms, aiso have frequent collisions with the liquid drops of environmental
materlai (siiica, ahmina, iron oxide or caicium oxide), and these collisions may be ineiastic,
because in some cases the incoming molecuies will be held by strong attractive forces. The
radioactive oxide moiecules that condense at the liquid surface will spread into the lnte rior of
the drops and become more or less uniformly diet ributed throughout. Later, after the liquid
dropa have frozen, the incoming radionuclide molecules may be heid by surface forces. Be-
cause of the very iow concentrations of the radlonuciide oxide molecules, collisions with one
another wili be relatively infrequent, and it appears that the aggregation of enough molecules
of this type to form ‘a drop or crystai wlii be a rare event, K It occurs at aii.

Another way in which the radlonuciide moiecuies may become associated with the environ-
mental materiai is by participation in the structure of the ciuster embryos, which are the pre-
cursors of the liquid drops (References 4 and 6).

The isobaric radionuclide chains formed in the expiosion are known to be distributed on a
mass scaie hi a way generalIy similar to the products of asymmetric fiseion of U‘ss by thermai
neutrons, but unth some important differences. The experimental yieid curve for slow neutron
fission has a broad minimum for mass numbers approximately half that of the originai nucieus
and maxima on either side at mass numbers in the neighborhood of 95 and 139 (Reference 7).
Comparmg the chain yiekis for megaton-range detonations with this curve, it is noted that there

12



~ ~ ,~1 drop h the W* Yiel* ac~mpaniti by an ~crf=e h the symmetric flasio~ probabil.
~V. me same nucllde distribution might be expected in the fallout material, and this la found
~ ~ roughly true under certain conditions. In other cases, the elements formed initiafly pmmal.

~y~e~te wtih res~ct to one another so that samples of fallout maY differ in composition a-
~oW ~e~elves and also from the distribution curve characteristic for the event.

Fra@fonation is a term that has bSen apPliSd to this phenomenon. It is used to signify an
~ltcratim in nuclide composition of some portion of the debris that renders it nonrepresentative

of the prO@Cti as a whole. The R-values, which are commonly used for reprting radiochemical

~ta on cloud and fallout samples, are useful indices of fractionation. The R-value for any nu-

ciide LSdefin~ m ‘he ratio ‘f ‘h~f‘“m~r ‘f atoms Of th~ nuclide to the num~r of atoms of a
reference substance (usually MO ) in the samPle divided by the same ratio for the products of
the rmal neutron fisston of U23S. Atoms that do not separate from the reference substance have
R.values appropriate for the type of detonation, whiie enrichment or depletion are manifested
by positive or negative deviations from the characteristic value.

Knowled6e of the causes and mechan~m of fractiomtion is still lar6ely incomplete at the
present time. One effect that seems to be indicated by the available data may occur in the iso-

baric cfiins near ~SS numbers 90 and 140) which contain rare g- nuciides aS prominent chain
membem. Because of their half-lives and independent fission yiekia, they comprise a consider-
able fraction of the total chain yieid duri~ the period -en the environmental material is con-
densi~. If the rare gas atoms that collide with the liquid drops of environmental material are
not held by strong forces, as appears probable, the particles formed at this stage will be de-
pleted in the nuclide chains in question.

A variety cf types of particles have been observed in the local fidlOut at previous test series
(References 8 through 13). For land surface shots in the Pacific they have been mainly of three
kinds: irregular grains, sphericaI So!ids, and fragile aggiome rated flakes. The grains were not,
in general, uniform throughout but consisted of layers or shells of calcium oxide, calcium hy-
droxide, and calcium carbonate formed by the decarbonation, hydration, and recarbonation proc-
esses going on in the fireball and subsequently. The majority of them were white or transparent,
but some were yellow or brown. Many of the flaky aggregates were observed to disintegrate
spontaneously into smaUe r particles within a few hours after collection. In addition to these
primary types, a fourth kind was noted consisting of small black spheres of calcium iron oxide
(2CaO. FejOa). These were usually observed adhering to the surfaces of the iarge grains but
occasionally were found isoiated (Reference 12).

For detonations over ocean surfaces, the fallout collected consisted of dropiets of salt slurry
50 to 300 microns in diameter. These contained about 80-percent salt, 18-percent water and
2-percent insolubie soiids by volume. The major part of the radioactivity was found in the in-
soluble soiids POrt ion. The fallout deposited at more distant points has not been as weil charac -
terlzed but is beiieved to be composed of minute spheres formed by condensation of the environ-
mental material from the vapar plus a very fine, unfused dust swept up into the cloud from the
area around the shot point (Reference 14).

The availability of the radioactivity in the fallout for assimilation into the biosphere dependa
to a large extent on “its volubility in aqueous or slightly acid media. Determination of the soiuble
fraction is therefore an important problem, and volubility studies have been reported on fallout
from several of the simts during Operations Castie and Redwing. For Castle fallout, it was
found that the soiuble fraction was strongiy dependent on the detonation environment, being a-
round 0.05 for land shots and 0.58 to 0.13 for shots fired from a barge (Reference 15). The
volubility in seawater of the fallout from the reef shot (Tewa) during Operation Redwing was
investigated in two ways: by leaching of particles piaced on top of a giass wool column and by
centrifuging a suspension of the fallout material (R~ference 13). The soluble fractions found by
these two methods were 0.08 and 0.18, respectively. An iultrafilt ration method was used for
determining the volubility of failout from the land shot (Zuni). About 25 percent of the tobl
gamma activity and Np23gwere soluble in seawater, and 5 percent of the total gamma activity
was soluble LrIrainwater.



Recent M-tigdbm (Rs4erenc* W h- Shorn that Mqd amilablUty is analotpe to
edubility in 1 N HC1. Debris from megaton-@tnge burs@ is 99 percent soluble in 1 N Ha ln-
depmdent of shot environment.

1.2.2 Cloud Development. During the later stages of existence of the fireball, it b t rane -
formsd into a vortex ring whoee rotational veloclt y pemists up to the maximum cloud altitude,
at least for the larger shots. The vortex contains the fission Products, environmental material,
and bomb compon~nts, that were present in the fireball and la the site where the radioactive fall-
out particles are gqnerated. The cloud continues to rhse until Ite buoyancy Is reduced to zero

by adiabatic expaneio~ entraining of cold air, and 10SSOf energy in overcomiwf atmospheric
drag (References 17 through 19). The diameter of the ring lncreasea rapidly during the ascent,
and the cloud spreads out laterally to a IXge area as its upward velocity decreases. For small-
e r yields the cloud stops at the t ropopause or below, but for megaton-range yiekis the top may
penetrate several thousand feet into the stratosphere. The time to maximum altitude is some-
what less than 10 minutes.

A knowledge of the distribution of activity and particlee within the stabilized cloud is needed
for the establishment of a rational fallout model; however, the collection of a suitable set of
samples that could be used to determine these quantities experimentally presents a formidable -
operational problem that has not yet been solved. Several distributions have been assumed in
an effort to match the fallout patterns on the ground, but it is not known how closely these models
correspond to the actual structure of the cloud. Considering the method of formation, it might
be anticipated that the activity would be greatest in an anchor ring centered on the axis of the
cloud. Some evidence for this structure wae obtained during Operation Redwing with rockets
with telemetering ionization chambers (Reference 20).

1.2.3 Transport and Dist ribut ion. During the ascent of the nuclear cloud, the particles are
acted on by body forces and by the vertical currents in the rising air. Some of the large parti-
cles will be heavy enough so that they will have a net downward velocity even though the cloud
as a whole is moving upward. They will contribute to the fallout in the immediate vicinity of
ground zero (Reference 21). During this time, volatile fission products may be fractionated
from less volatile fission products by a kind of fractional distillation process within the hot
cloud.

Once the upward motion has ceased, the particles in the cloud will begin to settle out at rates
determined by their density, dimensions, and shapes and by the viscosity and density of the air
(Reference 22). The terminal velocities for small spheres can be accurately calculated when
the dependence of the drag coefficient on Reynold’s number is known. Irregular or angular par-
ticles will fall more slowly than spheres of the same weight, but their velocities cannot be
estimated as well because of uncertainty in the shape factors (Reference 23).

The particles that make up the local fallout follow trajectories to the surface governed by
their fall rates and by the mean wind vector between their points of origin in the cloud and the
ground level. Locations can be specified by reference to a surface coordinate system made up
of height lines “and size lines. The height lines are the loci of the points of arrival of all parti-
cles originating at given heights on the axis of the cloud. The size lines connect the arrival
points of particies_of the same size from different altitudes. Time and space variation of the
winds will change the magnitude and direction of the mean wind vector, and vertical motions in
the atmosphere will alter the falling rates of the particles. Corrections for these effects can
be made when adequate meteorological data is available.

The Local fallout, as defined here, will be down in 4.5 days or less, leaving aloft an aggre-
gate of particles ranging from about 25-micron diameter down to submicron size. For small
shots the majority of this will be in the troposphere, but for megaton-range yie~ds a large pro-
portion will be deposited in the stratosphere. Hence, in discussing worldwide fallout, it is de-
s irable to consider it as subdivided into two classes identified as tropospheric (or intermediate)
fallout and stratospheric (or delayed) fallout (Reference 24).
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TIM material left in the troposphere ~ thoug~ to retin 3 -I YPtO 40 daYS ~ to circle the

e~b a few tire- before reaching ground level. It depoalts ::- ._elatively narrow bands, centered
on tie detonation latitude, with llttle evidence of diffusion acroas the stable air barrier located

in the troPo6PMre north of the equator. It is probably brought down Largely by the scavenging

effect of rai~~l or other precipitation (Reference 24).
Those particles which do not fall out wimn the first few Weeb will remain suspended in the

atmosphere for a ProloW~ Period, which ~ frequently descrix by tie term “half-residence
time. ” ‘l%ie is the time during which the amount of material so suspended will be depleted by
one-half. The haii-reeidence times for the stratosphere vary from 6 months to 5 years depend-
ing on the latitude ahd altitude of injection. Polar shots like those of the USSR in October 1958
eve about a 6-month half-residence time. The equatorial shots similar to those of Hardtack,
which stabilized in the lower stratosphere, have a half-residence time of about 1 year. CloUda
that sttiiltie in the higher Stratoephe re like those from Shot Bravo duri~ @e ration Castle and
Shot Orange during Operation Hardtack may have a hall-residence time of up to 5 years”. The par-
ticle size of the material in the et ratosphere is extremely small, much of it being less than 0.1
micron (Reference 25). It is distributed by the stratospheric winds in the east-west or west-east
direction, and the re iS also thought to be a slow circulation toward the poles. Movement into
the troPosPhe re can t*e Place by slow settling or by seasonal changes in the altitude of the
tropopause. The exchange may be most prevalent at the break in the tropopause near the middle
latitudes. Once transfer from the stratosphere is completed, the material will be deposited
relatively quickly in the same manner as intermediate fallout (Reference 24).

1.2.4 Procedures for the Determination of Fallout Partition. The hazards of nuclear testing
are associated primarily with worldwide fallout, inasmuch as local fallout can be cent rolled by
selection of the test site and the proper winds aloft so that its area of deposition will be of minor
consequence to the population of the world. However, local fallout has regional ecological con-
sequences that are not negligible. It may spread over considerable areaa of as much as a mil-
lion square miles (Reference 26). Introduction of radionuclides, such as Srw, into the human
environment via worldwide fallout has a potential effect on the whole population, and the s lgnif -
icance of such nuclides has been studied in g rest detail (Reference 27). These studies led to
the conclusion that certain radionucllde Levels at the earth’s surface can be tolerated and that
these levels can be maintained within acceptable limits by restrictions on the rate of nuclear
testing. This ki based on the concept that a condition of equilibrium is reached in the strato-
sphere at which the rate of injection of radioactive debris will be equal to the decay plus deposi-
tion rate.

The fraction of the device appearing in global fallout has usuaily been estimated indirectly by
measuring the fallout in the local area and subtracting from unity. The methods used for the
determination of local fallout have involved measurement of gamma ray field contours or repre-
sentative sampling of the material arriving at the surface of the earth (References 28 and 29).
The total amount of radioactive debris in the fallout area may be calculated U the relation be-
tween dose rate and surface density of radioactive material is known. Similarly, samples rep-
resenting a knoim area of the fallout field may be analyzed for amount of weapon debris, and all
such areas summed to give the total Local fallout. A combination of fallout sampling and analysis
phis gamma radiation measurements has also been used (Reference 29).

These procedures are subject to a number of difficulties and uncertainties, not only with
regard to making adequate sample collections and radiation field measurements but also in data
interpretation. The estab~ishment of accurate gamma contours requires an extensive and costly
field program, because radiation intensity measurements must be made over areas up to tens
of thousands of square miles. When the fallout is deposited mainly over the surface of the
ocean, the original patterns are dkto rted cent inuously by settling of the particles and by ocean
currents. The collection of samples at the earth’s surface, which are truly representative of
the area sampled and free from collector bias, presents problems that have not been fully
solved to date.
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Coavomlon of gamma Lntendty contour @a ~ f-dim .d deTICSfralulree knowledge of the
relation of dose rate to fbsions per unit arda of,the fallout field at 1 hour and of the grose
radioactive decay rate. me decay rate varies with the device composition, environment, and
fractionation in a way that la not well understood. Some uncertainty will always be preoent in
local fallout determinations by this method when fractionation exists to an unknown degree,
even though all the other quantities are known accurately.

Another procedure for the determination of fallout partition was originated by the University
of California Rad@ion Laboratory (UCRL) based on the Supposition that certdn of the rare-gas
fission products remain throughout their llfetimes as free atoms unattached to surfaces (Refer-
ence 29). If this ts true, they will not be removed from the cloud by the falling particles and
may be considered as representative of the number of f lsaions remaining aloft for long periods.

In the application of this method, coincident aamplea of gas and particles are taken by an
lsokinetic collector during the first few hours of exfstence of the clouds. The nuclear aerosol
is sucked through a filter to remove the suspended material and the particle-free gas is then
pumped into a storage bottle. The number of fissions in the two samples is determined by
analyzing the gas for 2.8-hour Kraa and the solid for a representative nucllde such as Most.

The ratio of sample fissions calculated from a bound nucUde to those from an umttached
rare-gas nuclide will give the fraction of the reference substance thM ls in the sampled portion
of the cloud at the time of sampling. At a very early time, lf no separation of gas and particles
occurs, this ratio should be 1. Later itwould be expected to decrease as the falling particles
remove the bound fisslon products. Hence, if the early ratio is 1, the fraction of the material
in worldwide fallout may be determined if the time is known at which particles having a failing
velocity of 3 in/see leave the samphg region, or if the ratio approaches a constant with time.

1.2.5 Prior Estimates of Local Fallout. Determinations of local fallout have been made at
virtually all the nuclear tests conducted by the United States. Estimates of the fraction of the
radioactivity deposited locally have been made for Operations Jangle (References 17, 24, 28,
30, and 31), l%mbler-Snapper (References 17 and 30), Upshot -Knothole (References 17 and 30),
Castle (References 32 through 36), Wigwam (Reference 37), Teapot (Reference 38), and Red-
wing (References 24 and 39). A summary of fraction of radioactivity deposited, computed from
gamma contours and/or area sampling, cove red a range from O.2 to O.6 (References 28 and
29). Reexamination of the prelimimry Redwing data (Reference 40) gave higher figures in the
range 0.65 to 0.70 for barge (water-surface) shots and up to 0.85 for land-surface shots.

Results by the UCRL cloud-sampling method are also available from Operation Redwing
(Reference 29) for the ground ehots, Lacrosse, Mohawk, Zuni, and Tewa (part land, part
water); for the water -eurface shots, Huron and Navajo; and the high-altitude alrburst, Shot
Cherokee. In the first three events the ratio of solid-to-gas fissions was as low as 0.04.
Values for Tewa were not much less than 1, but this was probably due to the low sampling
altitudee relative to cloud height. The ratios for the barge shots were greater than O.6 in all
cases. For Shot Cherokee the only sample taken from the main body of the cloud gave a ratio
of 1. From the assumption that the ratio at early times in all cases is 1, interpretation of
these figures in’terms of fallout dlst ribution indicates that 90 to 95 percent of the activity came
down locally for the land shots, 15 to SOpercent for the water shots, and easent~lly none for
the high-altitude airburst.

On 5 to 7 March-1957, a symposium was held at The RAND Corporation to summarize and
evaluate work done on fallout partition up to that time (Reference 29). The conferees concluded
that the best generalization that could be reached on the basis of the data presented was an
equal dist rlbut ion of radioactivity between worldwide and 10cal fallout for both land and water

detonations in the megaton range.

1.2.6 Worldwide Fallout. Woridwide fallout has been of great concern to persons respon-
sible for the conduct of nuciear tests because of the possible consequences attendant upon the
global dispersal of radioactive substances (References 41 and 42!. The dangers from external
irradiation are generally believed to be of a minor nature beca”ase of the Lowlevels of activity
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~wlvSC$ but tho lncorporatioo of nUC~~dS* into tti human 0@81tI through theusualbiological
~Wne~ introduces the poestbility of long-term offecte whose serfousnesa Is not easily

determia$d. .

~e Local fallout from the tests at Eniwetok, & defined earlier, wUl settle out in the Pacific
Ocea and hence wU1 be of only indirect con tern. However, the tropospheric and stratospheric

f~lout till come down over land areas. Careful constderatlon of the nuclldes present in global
fallout w indicated thatSrM ls the one to be moat feared because of its pees lble accumulation
in the human ekeleton and subsequent long-term irradiation of the hematopoetic tissues (Refer-
ence 27). Co~Uently, a major part of the work done on w rldwide fallout has been directed
toward the esti-tion of Srw, Measurements have been made to determine the existing levels
at the earth’s surface, the quantity stored in the St ratoephere, and the deposition rate. Samples
of fallout have been taken from the soil and vegetation, by gummed tape and pot-type collectors

On the wund and by air-filter 9amPlers at the surface ad in the trowsphere and stratosphere
(References 8, 24, 25, and 43 through 56).

i3ased on th~ ~rk, it ws esttited tmt in the fall of 1956 the SrS levels were about 22
mc/mi2 in the Midwestern section of the ‘United States, 15 to 17 mc/mi2 for similar latitudes

elsewhere, ~d P@r~w 3 to 4 mc/mi2 for the rest of the ‘m rid (References 43 and 57). The
total amount in the stratospheric reservoir, if uniformly distributed over the area of the globe,
would lncreue these figures by about 12 mc/mi2. The deposition rate of the stored matertal
was considered to b around 10 percent per annum. R vms further estimated that, K these
levels were =k@in* for 15 years, the concentration in the human skeleton %wuldbe about
1 percent of the mnimum permissible (Reference 27).

The quantity of radioactivity in the stratospheric reservoir w estimated by summation of
the contributions of all the bursts through OPSration Redwtng that have deposited debris in the
stratosphere. The avaikable fraction of the device was determined by subt ractlng the local and
intermediate fallout from the total. The Lntermediate fallout is thought to contain 1 to 5 percent
of the weapon for megaton-range detonations (References 17, 58, and 59). Determinations of
this quantity by a worlciwide network of stations for Shots Mike and King of Operation Ivy gave
a figure of 2 percent (Reference 59).

Much information on Srw concentrations in the stratosphere has been obtained bythe extensive
high-altitude sampling program (HASP) of the Defense Atomic Support Agency. In addition,
other data was gathered from filter samples collected on high-altitude balloons. The latter
work was part of a cent inuing program for samp~ing the stratosphere along the 80th meridian
(References 50 through 54, and 60).

1.2.7 Fractionation Effects —Observations at Other Tests. The occurrence of fractionation
is manifested by differences in radiochemicaL compoe ition, decay rate, or energy spectra
among various samples of fallout taken at different times or locations in the contaminated re-
gion. Observations of some degree of fractionation have been made at many different detona-
tions. As expected, fission product nuclides such aa Srjg, Srw, CsiS7, or Bat’o, which have
rare-gas ancestors with half-lives of a fraction of a minute or longer, are frequently found
among the prbducts that are most eeve rely fractionated with respect to the bulk matrix ma-
terial (always a refractory substance). The location of the burst 1s also an important factor.
Separation of the nuclides from one another appears to be most pronounced in underground or
surface shots (fiferences 61 and 62), generally less for a water surface (Reference 63) and
still smaller for balloon, hfgh tower, and air detonations (References 63 and 64). Relatively
little fractionation was found in water samples for one device detonated in deep water (Refer-
ence 37).

During Operation Greenhouse, it was noted that the exponent of the beta decay curve in-
creased from 0.95 to 1.3 with medkm particle size for samples taken from the clouds of Shots
Dog, Easy, and Able. This indicated that the close-in particles were enriched in fast-decaying
components with respect to the more distant fallout (Reference 65).

For surface shots during Operation JangLe, pronounced depletion of chains 89, 115, 111,
and 140 referred to M039was observed h comparing Long-range with local fallout sampies.
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CbalM 144 and 9S were not fractionated. SW more ext~ 3 nuclfd* separation W found
for the underground shot, with all the above chaiaa ahowins aepletlon in the crater area (Ref-
erence 65).

From Shot 6 of Operation l%mbler.Snapper, the gross de=y exponent decreased steadfly
wfth distance up to 70 miles from ground zero (Reference 65).

Radiochemicd data from Shot Bravo of Operation Caatle showed fractionation of Srrn and Ba*’”
with respect to MOti, but none for Ceiu (Reference 65).

In the land ehots, Zuni and Tewa, of Operation Redwing, depletion of !2s1S7, Srw, and Te”2 was
found in thd close~in fallout with maximum factors of 100, 13, and 7 (Reference 66). These de-
pletion factors becbe smaller with increasing dfstance from the shotpoint. Fractionation of
the fallout from the barge shots, Flathead and Navajo, was much Less, and variations in abun-
dance were not greater than a factor of 2 (Reference 66). Analytical data on cloud samples from
these four events corroborated the fallout results (Reference 62 and 63).

Some radio chemical analyses have been performed on particles of di.fferemt sties from
certain balloon shots (Reference 64). For Shot Boltzmann of Operation Plumbbob, both the
Srsg/Mos’ and Srw/Mo’* ratios were a factor of 2 greater in 22-micron partldles than in 137-
micron particles. Enrichment of Sr*’ in smaller particles was also found in two other balloon
shots, Hood and Wilson.

1.2.8 Fractionation Effects — Relations among the R-Values for Several Radionuclidea.
Aa noted above, some ecattered observations on fractionation were reported from the earner
tests, but it was not unt U Operation Redwing that enough data became available to investigate
the separation of various nuclides from one another in any detail. During Shot Tewa of Opera-
tion Redwing, six particle samples were collected from dtfferent locations in the cloud and
subsequently analyzed for about 30 nuclides. From this work, relations among the R-values
for the products became apparent, which seem to be of significance for understanding the fall-
out formation process (Reference 67). The R-values for the substances etudied (normalized
to give unit intercept on the axis of ordinatee) were plotted against the R-value for EuiS, and
a series of straight Unee resulted with slopes ranging from positive to negative values. Posi-
tive slopes indicated a simultaneous enrichment of the cloud particlee in europium and the prod-
uct nuclide, whereas negative slopes ehowed that as the particles became richer in europium
they were more and more depieted in the product nuclide. Products having rare-gas and. alkali
metal precursors had the steepest negative slopes, whereas U, Np and Pb had small negative
slopes. The more refractory oxide elements — neodymium, beryllium, zirconium, and niobium —
had positive slopes, and those elements such as calcium, which showed no fractionation with
respected to europium, had infinite positive slopes. The reeults are consistent with the view
that those products having rare-gas or alkali metal ancestors at the time of condensation will
concentrate in the emaller particles, which have a larger surface-to-volume ratio.

Similar relationships have been found for several high-yield airbursts, using Bai40 as the
secondary reference nuclide and MOS*so the primary reference nuclide (the primary reference
nuclide is the substance used as reference in calculating the R-values; the secondary reference
nuclide is the stibstance used as abscissa in the R-value plots). In this reference system, A&i,
U*3’ Cdtis, CS‘w, t4p23D,Ye*, and Sreg had approximately unit positive slopes, whereas Zr3T,
Ce‘i’, F%zS*and th~ rare earths had average negative slopes of 1.5. For these shots, the re
was evidence that the nuclides in the larger particles (3 to 12 w)were fractionated, but those
in particles smaller than 1 K were not (Reference 68).

This method of data analysis has been shown to be valid regardless of the semndary refer-
ence nuclide, the primary reference nuclide, and the reference event (Reference 6).

1.3 EXPERIMENTAL PROGFbUkf

1.3.1 Outllne of the Program. The foregoing discussion indicates that further progrese in
the development of a realistic fallout model will require an improved knowledge of the st ruc -
ture of nuclear clouds with respect to the vertical and radial distribution of particle size and
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~mCtiVUY wimn the mushroom. QuantMatlre data oa the activity aeeociated wtth particlea

~ dgferent oze 11~~ ~ ~o ne~~ for e~t~ion of the partition of the WS9pOaiM.
~ea Local aod worMm& fallout. Pmjcct 2.8 w estil~hed to attempt to obtain such
~dor~ion from certain shots during Operation Hanltack. It ms planned to explore the cloud
stmcwm @ means of air sampling rockets and to use both the rocket samples and aircraft
~mplea coLlected from the cloud with the UCRL coincident sampler for determination Of tb
~dlout pmtition. Other aircraft flying at 1,000 feet were scheduled to collect fallout samples
~ ~ ~a~ for the determination of the effect of particle sLze on fractionation and for corrobom.
~ionof,~ radionucilde composition of local fallout as determined from the rocket samples.
The i~luence of the environment on fallout partition was to be lnveatlgatsd by participation in
events over land and water surfaces.

me b~ic hypotheda on which the determination of fallout partition by the measurement of
relative enrichment la based is thatthe increase of a volatile material with reepect to a refrac-

‘S with respect to Moos, occure principally as a reeult of fallout of thetory materhl, e. g., Kr
refractory mate rtal, i. e., the only force producing reparation le gravitation. U this hypothe!sls
,~ correct, then the MoJ’ left in the cloud region sampled compared to the Kr8S may be inter-
preted as the fraction of refractory debris that will be distributed in worldwide fallout. This

fraction (y) is given by

JxwlE
[ R“(88)] ~

~he re the subscripts E and C refer to the explosion and the CLOU4respectively.
rf, however, other forces operate on the particles (particularly centrifugal forces that exist

d~trtg the initial ph9Se Of cloud riSe or tUrbUlent fOrCeS th9t may exh)t fOr Severai hOUrSas a re-
sult of temperature lnequalitles), the possibility exists that separation of gassea or small partl -
Cles from large particles may occur without requir~ real fallout of refractory material. It is
also possible that separation of the more volatile products from the less volatile may occur in
that gas phase as a funct ion of altitude in the cloud without requiring separat &onof large particles
from smail particles or particles from POrmanent gases. K these p mcesees occur, even a large
enrichment of voLatile materkl near the top of the cloud would not necessarily be attributable
principally to fallout.

To help dete rmme whether these alternative procesees are impo~ant, it is considered nec-
essary to obtain very early data for R-values of relatively voiatile flssion products in the cloud.
If it can be establishedthatthevery eariy distributionis normal and then departs from the
normal pattern at a rate consistent with the fallout interpretation, other separative forces
might be considered unimportant.

1.3.2 Rocket Sampling of Clouds. Experimental determination of the distribution of activity
within the cloud required the collection of a group of samples at different vertical distances
along paths nearly parallel to the axis and at various radial distances. The almost-ve rttcal
flight path requirement necessitated the uee of sample collectors that were propeiled by rockets.

The rockets ”ueed by the project had a rather complex structure (Chapter 2), but from the
standpoint of particle collection their important features were the sampling head and the elec-
tronic programer. The sampling head wsa designed to separate the particles collected into
two groupe having~alllng rates corresponding to local and worldwide fallout ae already defined.
The separation was to be attained by the action of aerodynamic forces in the sampler similar
in effect to those experienced by particles falling through the atmosphere in the gravitational
field of the earth. The function of the electronic programer was to open the head at predeter-
mined positions in the fUght path so that samples could be collected from different portions of
the cloud.

It was pianned to fire 18 rockets on each shot at about H +10 minutes from launching pLat-
forms spaced at various distances from ground zero. Two rockets were to be fired along each
trajectory, one programmed to coUect a sample from the base to the top of the debris and the
other to collect from the top half of the cloud only.
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1.S.$ Aircraft Sampling of Cloude. A cmdition necessary Ior UOQof the gae-pmticle sam.
pling tschaiqw for the determination of device partition is tl@ the samples be coklected ftwm
a region that is ~ooing material by fallout but not recetving particles from any other section of
the cloud. The portions of the cloud that are suitable for this type of samPUng are dependent
on the wind structure existing at the time of burst. For one type of structure that occurs fairly

.- frequently at EPG, the top and bottom parts of the cloud are blown off rapidly in different direc-
tions, leaving a layer approximately 1 mile thick that experiences only light and variable wtnds.
Hence b-is .etratum, which 1s located between 50,000 and 60,000 feet, will soon be isolated from
the rest of tha cloud and may remain fairly stationary above ground zero for a day or more.
It 1s caUed the light itnd variable wind layer and Lasatisfactory for coincident iaampiing, be-
cause it can not receive fallout from higher cloud levels.

In casea where the atratum is not well defined, sample collections can be made f mm the
top of the cloud (provided it can be reached and followed by the sampling aircraft) or from a
location selected to minimize the feed-in of failbut f mm higher altitudes.

The theory of this technique has been discussed under Section 1.2.4, and the sampling equip-
ment ls deecribed in Chapter 2. The OPOration plan was to fly through the light and variable
layer at eeveral intervals between H + 2 and H +24 hours with B-57D aircraft, equipped bdh
with the coincident samplers and wtth wing tank particle collectors, The coincident eamples
were to be analyzed for I@ and MO$*to determine the fallout partition (Section 1.2.4), and the
wing tank samples for 10 radionuclides to investigate fractionation with particle size.

1.3.4 Aircraft Sampling of Fallout. The fallout sampling part of the program was intended
to provide information supplementary to that obtained from the rocket and aircraft cloud-
sampling experiments. WB-50 aircraft were scheduled to fly at an altitude of 1,000 feet ad
to collect fallout at various times between H +4 and H +24 hours along height lines that would
correspond tothecloudlevel(about 55,000feet) sampled by the B-57D’e. Because the cloud
1s an extended source of fallout, the term “height-line sampling, ” as used here, eigrdfies the
sampling of a ban4 of material centered on the geometrical height line and havir. a bandwidth
approximately equal to the diameter of the cloud.

The wind structure described in the preceding section on the formation of the Ught and vari-
able layer also leads to isolatlon of the 55,000-foot height line along the eaete m periphery of
the fallout curtain. This situation is advantageous for height-line eampling, because the air-
craft may proceed westward from a peition east of the fallout area and collect the first fallout
encountered. The samples should contain 55,000-foot fallout alone, uncontaminated by ma-
terial from the rest of the cloud.

Other types of wind structure would probably not be as favorable for he!ght-line sampling,
and the fallout collected likely would contain particlee originating from different levels in the
cloud.

Outward from ground zero along a height line, the particle s lze of the fallout decreases and
the time of arrival increases. However, low-altitude sampling at a given location should pro-
vide a sample containing particles of relatively uniform size (used synonymously with falling
rate). Hence, by making a seriee of collections along a hetght line at different distances from
the shot point, advantage can be taken of partlcie size separation by natural fallout processes.
The WB-50 operations were arranged to utilLze this situation to obtain a set of samples suitable
for an investigatio~of size-dependent properties.

It was planned to use the radiochemical data from these sampies to corroborate the compotli-
tion of local faUout as determined from the rocket experiments, to investigate fractionation with
particle size, and to compare the composition of local fallout with worldwide fallout. The data
can also be used for determination of device partition l.f the fallout is shown to be highly depleted
in a particular fission product. The enrichment of the debris remaining aloft in this f1ss ion
product will then be related to the fraction of the debris that has fallen out, in much the same
way as has already been described for lnte rpretation of the enrichment of a gaseous fission
product in the cloud with respect to particulate debris.
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1.S.5 Selection cd Radionuciidee. l%. radionuciides chosen for determination from the
particle samples were those of greatest concern in ~rldtie f~lou~ namely, Sr” and Cal”,
pha a sufficient mrnber of others to provide mic ~ti for futibr investigation of fractiona-
tion. In the latter category were Sr8’, Y’*, Me”, Cslw, CelU, EUW, and Uzs’. The members
of this group extited in a variety of form, U- from g=m~ ~ re~tively nonvoktile species,
during the period of condensation from the fireball. Cais WASdetermined in conjunction with

eiemental analyeee for calcium and sodium to help in t~ci~ the behvior of the environmental
material that forme the major part of the fallout particles.

IS1 ~ich won ten~tively phned originally, were nOt carried out becauseAna&eee for I ,
of the limited analytical personnel available, the uncertainties of sample collection for this
nucllde, and the relatively leseer interest in ha ultimate fate.

—
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Chapter 2

PROCEDURB
,,

●

2.1 SEOT PARTICIPATION

The project initially planned to participate in Shot Koa, a megaton-range land-surface burst,
and Shot WdnuG $ megaton-range water -eurface burst. Because of appuent contamination
of the Koa cloud samples by debris from Shot Fir, participation was later extended to include
Shot Oak, a high-yield water-land burst fired over the lagoon reef. Device information is
givsn in Table 2.1.

The project rockets participated during Shote Koa and Walnut and mre also fired during
Cactus and Yellowwood for syetem check and nose cone recovery pract~ce. Aircraft were
flown during Ko& Walnut, and Oak.

2.2 INSTRUMENTATION

The lnatrumentation for this project fell into two general classes: rocketborne and alrcraft-
borne cloud samplers. Two types of aircraft, B-’37D’s and .WB-SO’S, were used.

2.2.1 Rocketborne Cloud Sampler. The rocket, a 20-foot unit, consisted of an air-sampllng
nose section, a two-stage propulsion unit and various items of auxillary equipment (Reference
69).

Figure 2.1 shows a complete rocket on a launcher. Part A la the primary motor, Part B
the sustainer motor, Part C the parachute compartment, Part D the electronics compartment,
and Part E the air-sampling nose eection.

The air-sampling diffuser of the nose eection was 36 inches long, as measured from the
intake orifice to the filter (Figure 2.2). An additional 32 inches of length behind the filter was
occupied by exhaust ports and auxiliary equipment. The extreme forward part of the rocket
was a conical section 5 inches long, which sealed the intake orifice prior to the time when
sampling waa begun. The ortfice of the diffuser waa 2 inches in dtameter, and the filter W%M
872 inches in diameter. An expanston from 2 to 8 Yzinches in diameter in a length of 36 inches
gave an expanrnlon angle of 10=, the mexlmum at which the flow w%mldnot separate from the
diffuser walls. The fllter was an 8-inch circle of matted cellulose flber coated with stearic
acid to help retain the particles. It wae supported by a wire retaining screen. The inside wall
of the diffuser was in the form of a revolved segment of a circle 250 inches in radius and was
parallel to the axis of the rocket at the orifice.

Particlea entering the sampllng section were decelerated from about twice the sonic vebcity
to subsonic by passage through a shock front thatformed near the throat of the dltfuser. Fol-,
lowing this, they were subjected to a force field that caused the smaller particles to be lmpeiled
toward peripheral areas of the collecting filter to a greater extent than the larger particles.
The diffuser was designed to effect a resolution of particles having average settling rates
greater or less than 3 in/see in the normal atmosphere (Reference 69). A light ekln was
wrapped around the outside of the diffuser to fair up the external ehape of the noee cone.

The propulsion section con-lned primary and sustainer motors, both of which were soUd-
fuel units about 6 inches in dLameter with burning times of 6 seconds, The sustainer motor was
ignited shortly before the start of sampling and provided sufficient thrust to maintain the rocket
speed at about Mach 2 during passage through the cloud.
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~~ of auxillary equipment included explosive &be , electronic timing circuitry, a para-

~u~ 6yetemj a closure system for the sampiin$ sektlo% a radio beacq and a dye marker.

*@@ledplastic inaerta were fitted i,- G the nose ktloos to provide additional buoyancy.
me explosive equibe were used to remove the conical nose tip, thereby opening the sampling

~r~ice, md to jemn the propddon unit. The electronic timing circuitry initiated the open-

~X & the orifice, disconnected the propulsion unit, ejected the parachute, closed the sampllng
section and activated the radio beacon. The parachute system condsted of a pilot chute, a pilot

and the main canopy. The pilot chute was withdrawn from Its compartmentchute shroud cu~er?
~en thepropuhllOn Section was jettisoned but remained attached by shrouds to the nose section
until the Latter had slowed down to a speed that would not cause damage to the main canopy. At

this times ‘he pilot chute sh~ude were cut free from the none cone, md the main canopy was
~ithdrawn from the nose section by the pilot chute shrouds, which were still attached to a bag
containing the large parachute. The front closure of the eampllng unit, made by a ball joint,
and the aft closure, consisting of a cone and O-ring seal, were closed after sampling. The

radio beacon ~ activated at Launch time so t~t search crtit equipped with radio direction
finders could locate the nose sections.

Figure 2.3 is a view of a battery of six rockets asaembled for firing.

2.2.2 Aircraftborne Samplers. Three different types of equipment were utilized to obtain
the samples discussed in Sections 1.3.3 and 1.3.4. Units of the kind illustrated in Figure 2.4
were used for Collection of the cloud particle samples needed for the radio chemical work.
~ese samplers were stainlese steel sheUs of parabolic shape fitted with intake butterfly valves,
which were open only during the sampling runs. They were installed at the forward end of both
the right and left wing fuel tanks of the 13-57D’s. The particles were collected on a 24-inch-
diameter filter paper, which was supported by a retaining screen located near the aft end of
the unit.

The coincident sampler was designed so that both the gas and particle samples would be
taken from the same volume of the cloud. Air was drawn through a desiccant section and a
filter section by a circulating pump and then forced under pressure into a sample bottle. Fig-
ure 2.5 shows the intake and deeiccant-ftlter sections, and Figure 2.6 1s a photogmph of the
compressor pumpe and gas bottles. These samplers were mounted on both sides of the B-57D
fuselage toward the rear of the aircraft.

The WB-50’S used for the fallout sampling were equipped with Air Force Office of Atomic
Energy (AFOAT-1) standard E-1 filter assembly. Figure 2.7 is a view of a WB-50 with the
filter foil installed on top, nearly over the rear scanner’s position. Figure 2.8 shows the filter
screen removed from the foil with a filter paper in one side. The foil was seaied by siiding
doors in front and back of the filter screen except during the sampling periods.

2.2.3. Possible Errors in Sampling. Polydisperse aerosols contain an aggregate of particles
whose sizes are arranged in accordance with a characteristic frequency distribution. When the
aerosol is sampied under ideal conditions, the ratios of the numbers of particles in the various
size ranges will be”preserved unchanged in the collector. However, a departure from the initial
size distribution may be encountered if the collecting device has a dimensional bias (non-isoki -
netic condition) or if some of the particles are broken up during the sampling operation.

Iaokinetic sampllng–conditions will be achieved with a filtering dev ice moving through the
aerosol at subsonic speeda, K the air veloclty into the intake of the filter is identical with the
flow rate past the outside. M used in Project 2.8, both the wing tank and coincident samplers
were close to isokinetic, because the velocity ratios were respectively 0.8 (or greater) and

0.’7 to O.9. However, in a few cases, the calculated velocity ratios for the coincident units were
much less because of malfunction of the sampling equipment (Appendix B). The E-1 sampler
used on the WB-50’S was poor isoklnetically, but this was considered to be immaterial for
height line earnpling where the particles in a given region should be fairly uniform in size.
%rnpiers, such as the project rockets, which move at supersonic speed with respect to the
aerosol, are expected from aerodynamic theory to be unbiased.
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ID the rocket samplem, come breakup~of U. fallout Prticlo8 was tk~ to be likely during
-SW through the chock f=t ~ ~ d~~cr ~*Q A ●@r1e8d‘* ~r~onti ‘rrid
out by the Naval Radiological Defenee hboratory (NRDL) in the stick tube at the Lkiivorsity of
California Engineering Eaperimont Station indicated that coral fallout grati were not fractured
by Mach-2 shock waves (Reference 70). Impact with tha filter is mother pOOOib10cause of

particle breakup in all the sampling devices, but little or nothing is known about this effect.

2.3 FIELJ) OPERATIONS
,.’

2.3.1 Meteorology. It wae indicated in %ction 1.3.3 t~ S9.mPkS to be used for tiledeter-
mination Of fallout partition by the UCRL meth~ should be collected from the iight and variable
layer, if well defined, or from higher iocatioti in the cloud. T%e cloud heights and wind st ruc -
ture in the upper atmosphere were therefore imPOrt9nt Ch9r9Ctt?riStiCS to consider in devising

. oPmtional plane. [t wae known from previous m rk that the clouds rice to a maximum altitude
in the first few minutes and then settle back to a st*ilQed level. Based on height-yield curvee
derived from photographic data on eariier shots (Reference 22), it was estimated that the sta-
bilized altitudes would be around 72,000 feet for Shots Koa and Walnut and 99,000 feet for Shot
@ (Reference 71). The altitudes obee rved by project aircraft were considerably lower (Ref -
erence 16). A radar record for Shot Koa indicated that the cloud rose to 72,000 feet at 5 min-
utes and then settled rapidly (Reference 72).

The light and variabie Iaye r existed for all the shots, being possibly best defined for Koa
where it circulated over the atoll for at least a day. For Koa and Walnut, the altitude of the
layer coincided quite closely with the top of the cloud, whereae for Oak it uas some 20,000 feet
klow the top, which was blown off rapidly by the at rong eaateriy winde. Because the B-57D
samplee were taken from thisstratum in each case, the criterion of sampling from a region
that would not be receiving fallout from any other eource was e-ily satiefied.

Some altitude data taken in part from the wind and temperature tables in Appendix D is
given in Tabie 2.2.

The suitability of the wind structures for fallout sampling along height linee can be meet
readUy visualized by reference to the plan view, wind velocity hodogmphe at shot time (Figures
2.9 through 2.11). The hociograph for Koa ehowe that the winds were ideal for height line sam-
pling, because material faliing from the Ught and variable layer would be clearly isolated from
the rest of the fallout. For Walnut, an overlap of part iclee originating in the cloud at 40,000
feet and at hlghe r levels would be anticipated. For Oa& the sampies collected at 1,000 feet
would contain material that came from several different elevations in the cloud.

2.3.2 Shot Koa. No rocket sampiee were collected from Shot Koa. In preshot planning it
was intended that a saivo of 18 rockete wouid be fired into the cloud, 6 each from Sitee Wilma,
Sally, and Mary. The firing line to Site Wilma failed on the day before the shot and could not

be repaired before evacuation. Firing circuits to Sites Saily and Mary were intact at shot time,
and a firing signai was transmitted to these sites at H + 7 minutes, but no rockets fired. Evi-
dently, the heavy current drain by sieveml iauncher orienting motors caused the main power

suppiy voltage to drop to a point where it was insufficient to operate critical relays in the Local
Launch-p rograming equipment. Thereafter, launching operations were programed so that only
a single launcher motor would be operating at one time.

Five samples were taken from the cloud by B-57D aircraft at 4V2, 6~z, 8, 11, and 29 hours
postshot time (Table B. I). A flight scheduied for 13 to 14 hours had to be canceied because of
rain and atmoehpe ric turbulence. The firet four samples were cone cted in about 72hour each,
and the last sampie required 2 Y2hours. The wing tank sampie rs functioned on each flight, but
the re were no gas samplee on the L&etthree runs because of a failure of the compressor pumpe
on the coincident sampling units.

Sampies of material falling from the 60,000-foot Iaye r were collected at an altitude of 1,000
feet at 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 hours after shot time by a W13-50 aircraft. The fallout was enmun-
tered. onabeartng of 50” to 60” at 28, 59, 88, 109, and 131 miles from ground zero. A second
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WE50 collected on. I, W-foot a8mple at H + 6 hours oa a burtng of 20” at 42 dies from
ground zero. It la thought that this I@@rid &am* from about 45,000 feet. A third WB-50
mieston was flown at 0700 the next day to $00 miles on a bearing of 58”based on an extrapola-
t~n of the previous contacts. From there, the aircraft was dlrecti to 225 miles, bearing 55”,
then to 200 miles, - bearing 40”, and finally to 400#mUe#, bearing 80”, but no fallout was en-
countered. The aircrsft was relimed after 6 hours for a weather miselon.

Shot Flr waa fired at Blklnl on the day preceding Koa,
On the day following

Koa, there, was a deposition of fallout in the Eniwetok area, and in the fiternoon the gamma
radiation background on Site Elmer rose to 25 to 30 mr/hr. The Fallout Prediction Unit (FOPU)
was not abLe to establish definitely the origin of this material but felt that there was some rea-
son to think that it had come from Shot Fir. After arrival of the Koa samplee at LOs Alamos
Scientific Laboratory (ML), a dispatch was received in the field htdicating that the ckoud,
and possibly the fallout samples, were heavily contaminated with Fir debris. The ruiture of
the evidence was not known at the tim$

Examination of the wind ntructurea exiatlng during the period of the Fir and
Koa detonatioti indicated a possibility of come contamination of Koa fallout by Fir debris, but
no mechanism waa apparent that could lead to heavy contaminant ion.

When the radiochem~cal data became available, M w found that all the Koa cloud samples
contained some matertal from Fir but not enough to appreciably alter the stgnvicance of the
resuks (Chapter 3).

2.3.3 Shot Walnut. It was planned to project a total of 10 rockets Into the cloud, four each
from Sites Mary and Sally and two from Site Wilma. The launchere on Mary were set for auto-
matic positioning by blue-box signal, whereas on Sally and WUma the quadrant elevation and
azimuths were preset. After the shot, the firing circuits to Sally and Wilma were intact, but
the llne to Mary was open. A firing signal was sent at H+ 10 minutes, and the rockets on Sally
and Wilma were launched, but the obscuring cloud cover prevented observation of their trajec-
tories. The rockets on Mary did not launch, and later inspection ehowed that one Launcher was
inoperative, one elevated without rotating, and two elevated and rotated. Two nose sections
fmm the Sally rockets were recovered by boat, but the others were lost. The cloeuree on the
nose sections recovered were intact, but inter had leaked in. There was a small amount of
activity in the water and on the filter, and the filter sample was returned to the NRDL for anal-
ysis. It wae identified by the name Whiskey 6 (Table B.3).

Six samples were taken from the cloud at times between 1 ‘/2 and 28 hours postehot time
(Table B.3). Both the’ wing tank and the cokicident eamplers were operative on each fllght.

In preparing the height line flight program for this shot, it was intended that one WE-SO
would collect 1,000-foot samplee at 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 hours with a second WB-50 standing by
on the ground to take over the mission, K necessary. No sampling flight ma scheduled for

D + 1 day. The first aircraft encountered fallout at H +4 hours on a bearing of 320° at a distance
of 42 miles from surface zero, and a sample was collected. Because of de~sition of damp
fallout material on the nose of the aircraft, a dose of 1.5 r (read on an electronic integrating
dosimeter) was accumulated at the bombardier’s position during the sampling run. The dose
was continuing to rise at the rate of 50 mr/min, and the radiological adviser aboard decided
to discontinue the mlaslon and return to base. The standby aircraft took off and was flown to
a pointon a bearing of 330° at a distance of 120 miles from surface zero. At H +8 hours, the
aircraft search@ on a course of 225°, but no fallout was encountered. At H + 10 hours, the
active fallout area was reentered at bearing 28?0, 140 miles from sutiace zero, and a sample
taken. At H +13 hours, a third sample was collected at bearing 278”, 150 miles from surface

zero.

2.3.4 Shot Oak. The re was no rocket participation during Shot oak. Circumstances leading
to the discontinuation of the rocket sampllng portion of the project are outlined in Section 2.3.5
and Appendix A.
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m. ●mPLOS W-O uou from the cloud @ B-5~ ~r~ ~~ecI ~ ad 28- ptMtStEX
tima (tih- B.5 @ B.6). Both ~ - ~ ad coin~*nt a=ple~ Wero operative On au

flights.
A WB-50 afrcrdt collecti aamplea from the northetiern *e of the fallout pattern at 4,

6, 8, 10, ~d 11 ‘/2 hours after the detonation. Tlae fallout me encountered on a bearing of
300” to 310” at 65, 93, 125, 160, and 187 miles from eurface zero. The operation progrese~

without incident, mainlY because of the e~perience gained by the Partic@t@ Pereonnel on the
first W ShOtS. ,,

2.3.5 Rocket Development. The project cloud sampling rOCket (Section 2.2.1) waa a new
one of complex design. The main motor had been used previously on the up (atmosphe rlc
sounding projectile) and the sustainer motor on the RTV (reentry test vehicle), ~t the noee
section and associated equipment had not been used as a component of a rocket before. Devel-

opment work on a similar eampling device had been done during Operation Piumbbob, and at
the end of the operation a satisfactory unit for land recovery had evolved. After Plumbbob,
Project 21.9 was set UPfor the purpose of developing a sea recovery version of the rocket for

-Operation Hardtack. When Project 2.8 was established, the existing rocket contracts were
extended to provide additional units for use on thie program. Because of the experimental
nature of the rocket, the sponeors of this work, UCRL, asaessed the probability of obtaining
any rocket data as being of the order of 50 percent.

The develop~ent problems were the responsibility of Project 21.3, but a review of their
tmrk at EPG is of interest, because a large portion of Project 2.8 was directly dependent on
the availability of a suitable rocketborne cloud sampler. This review will also eerve to provide
an explanation of the circumstances that led to the cancellation of the rocket experiment prior
tO Shot =.

Notes on the developmental rocket firings and tests are outlined In Appendix A. Details-f
the firings on Koa and Walnut (Sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3) are not repeated.

.

2.3.6 Aircraft Samples. The B-57D aircraft used for the cloud sampling work were under
the control of a ML representative. The person responsible for these collections communi-
cated with the aircraft by normal voice radio from the Air Operation Center on Site Fred. The
fallout samples were taken by WB-50 aircraft controlled by an NRDL representative. They
were directed from the Air Weather Central on Site Elmer using CW radio communication.
The transmitted rs used by the Air Weather Central operated on a long wavelength, thereby
making it possible to maintain radio contact with the WB-50’S at long ranges and low altftudea.

Estimated coordinates for each sampling position on the height line flights were furnished
by the FOPU. The initial 4-hour position prediction was based solely on the wind data avail-
able at shot time, but contacts made by the sampling aircraft, plus additional wind dat% assisted
in preparing the later estimatee. Interchange of information between FOPU and the Air Weather
Central was maintained throughout the sampling flights.

The FOPU predictions were generally quite accurate with respect to radial distance from
ground zero, but the wind information waa not always adequate to determine the angular position.
For example, on Koa the eetimated height line bearing was 0°, but the sampling aircraft encoun-
tered fallout at a pokzr angle of 50°. For Walnut the 4-hour sampling poeition given was quite
accurate, but the later curving of the height line toward the west could not be predicted. Sam-
pling position estimates were the best of all on Oak, and even the most distant points were pre-
dicted within 2“ in bearing and 3 riles in distance.

Tables B.1 through B.6 give a summary of all the eamples collected by aircraft fOr the proj-
ect. It will be noted that in addition to the cloud samples taken from the light and variable
layer, there were several samples on each shot from lower altitudes. Analytical data for these
samples are included, inasmuch as it gives information on the variation of cloud composition

with altitude (Appendix D).
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2.4 PARTIcm WxIK

Somo ~v@~Wlon of Pafiicle chara~er~ti~ ~ c=ri~ o~ for all the cloud ad hdght
Me samples from Shot Koa that were large enough to wrxk with. Approximately a quarter of
each filter paper from the cloud samples and one section from the E-1 sampler were shipped
tO uCRL by the -t flyaway following the shot. On each sample, the filter paper waa removed
~ burning off in a stream of atomic oxygen from a gaa discharge generator. The maximum
temperature reached during burnoff was around 200° C. The weight of material recovered

varied fmm,so q tO*ut 4.5 gm.
At UCRL, Some ‘of the cloud samplee were eeparated into coarse and fine fractions using a

-co centrifuge, and fall rate diatrlbution curvee were determined for the two fractions with
the micromerograph. Fall rate data was also obtained for all the height line samples, and in
Several cases the epeclfic activity-fall rate curves were determined for cloud and fallout sam-
pies. In operating the microme rograph, the weight could either be recorded continuouaiy or in
16 incremenm by mems of individual paw on a rotating turntable.

TWOof the height line samples and three cloud samples, separated into coarse and fine frac-
tions with the Bahco, were transmitt~ from UCR.L to NRDL for examination. The chemical
~tistances present in these samples were kienttfied with the polarizing microscope and by X-
ray dfffraction~ and the particle size distributions determined by microscopic observation. A
binocular microscoW fitted with ocular micrometers con~ining a Unear scale was used for the
particle work. Each scale divieion of the micrometer represented 15 microns for the magnifi-
cation used (100X). A Potiion of the sample was Plac4 On a microscope slide and taP@ gently
to disperse the particles. Traverses were made along the slide from one extreme edge of the
dispersion to the other and every particle within the micrometer scale was sized and typed.
Generally, several appropriately spack traverses were taken. The particles were s lzed in
terms of maximum diameter and typed by the conventional clasialficatlon of irregular, spherica~
or agglomerated. Diameters were measured to the nearest half scale division, and particles
less than a half unit were ignored. Particles adhering to each other were sized individually,
if possible, or otherwise not taken into account.

Particle characteristics and fall rate and eize diatrtbution curves are given in Appendix C.
No particle work wae done on the samples from Oak and Walnut.

2.5 SAMPLE ANALYSIS AND MDIOCHE~CAL PROCEDURES

Radiochemlcal analyses were carried out on the gross partidate cloud samplee from the
wing tank collectors, on size-separated cloud eamples, on gas-particulate samples from the
coincident units, and on failout eamples. The major part of the analytical work on the cloud
and fallout particle samples was done by NRDL (some by LASL), whereaa the gas-particulate
samples for the determination of fission ratios (Section 1.2.4) were analyzed at UCRL.

The gross particulate and fallout earnples were chipped to NRDL on filter papere as collected
in the field. The s Lae-eeparatsd samples were prepared at UCRL by theoxygen burttoff and
centrt.fuge technique deecribed in Section 2.4, and were then transmitted to NRDL. T%o particle
groups were separated for the Koa and Oak samples and three for Walnut (Appendix B).

At NRDL the samples were prepared for analyeis by wet aahing with fuming HNO$and HC104
to destroy organic materia& then fuming with HF to remove silica. The HF wae expelled by
again fuming with HCT04, and the resulting solution wae transferred to a volumetric flask and
dfluted to volume with4N HCL AIiquots of the HCI solutions were taken for the analyses. A
total of 1,040 raclionuclide determlnatioa ad 41 elemental analyses (Sect ion 1.3.5) were psr -
formed at NRDL wing the following procedures:

1. Elemental sodium and calcium were determined with the flame photometer using a matrtx
very similar to the constituents of coral.

2. MO’swas determined by either of tum methods, de~nding on the age of the sample. A
carrier-free anion exchange method (Reference 73) wae used for fresh samples, whereas a
modlflsd precipitation method (Reference 74) waa used for older samples.
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s. EtP,dt, and c~’” W.H m-u~by a ~~n =- proc~~*r P~~~f-Y
aoparation of ttw rare-em group by prec~l~tia madti ad wi~ exc~ (Reference 7S).

4. Caw was sopuated by a pmxedu* ti14r P~cip-n react~m. -rlum and strontium
were remo~d by Jmcipitattia as the nitrates,Wiw fumiw HNoj Utir coatmlld conditions.
The calcium was recoverd from the nitric acid eolution by Pmcipimion es the sulfate. The
Afate waa then diseolved, ecavenged twits wttb zirconium, teuurium, iron and lanthanum
hydroxide, once wtth basic molybdenum and cadmium sulfides and once with acidic molybdenum
and cadmium eulfidee. Calcium waa precipitated as the oxdate for mounting and muntlng.

5. Sr’g and Srw were orL@naUy separated by precipitation procedures (References 76 and
77). For the determination of Sr ‘, the ~ waa allowed to grow into equilibrium, the SrCQ
precipitate dlsaolved in HN~ containing Y carrier, Y (OH)a precipitated with ammonia ga8,
and the Sr removed as the nitrate in fuming nitric acid. The Y waa precipitated aa the oxalate
fmm an acetic acid solution in the PH range 3 to 5 and ignited to the oxide for mounting and
countiog.

6. The cesium procedure used for the determination of C8*X and Cati’ w a modification
by the ortginal author of a precipitation and ion exchange procedure (Reference 78). The modi-
fication consisted mainly of a cecium tetraphenyi boron precipitation in the presence of EDTAj
the uee of Dowex-50 in place of Duolite C-3 in the cation exchange step, and the addition of an
anion exchange step.

The radlochembxal work reported ae being done at ML was performed in conjunction with
diagnostic meaauremente on the events. The methods used were those reported in the LASL
compilation of radiochemical procedures (Reference 79).

The gas samplee were analyzed for I@, Kr”, Kr”m, and in some cases for Kern. The
rare-gas radionuclides were separated from the conatituenta of the atmosphere and then counted
in a gae counter. The separation procedure used was developed at UCRL, under the direction
of Dr. Floyd Momyer. Carrier amounta of inactive krypton and xenon were added to the air
sample, and the mixture wae pumped through a seriee of traps for purtflcatlcn purposes. Water
and carbon dioxide were condeneed out in the first trap, which ma filled with 1= rt packing
and held at liquid nlt rogen temperature. The krypton and xenon were abeorbed on activated
charcoal in a second trap, alao immersed in liquid nitrogen, but the major part of the nitrogen
molecules, oxygen molecules and argon paased through the trap and were removed. Residual
air wae desorbed at -80” C and the krypton desorbed by subsequent warming to 10”C. Further
purification wae effected by two more absorption-resorption cycles on charcoal. After deter-
mination of the pure krypton yield, it waa transferred to the gas counter.

This was the procedure used when krypton alone was the deeired product; additional purUica-
tion .etepe were necessary when xenon was also determined.

2.6 DATA REDUCTION
.

The analytical reeults were computed in the normal manner for the elemental analyses done
for the project. However, the first and more time-consuming phaaes of the data reduction were
carried out on the IBM 650 computer at UCRL. The radiochemical data waa manually tran-
scribed to IBM card8 in the propm form for use by the computer, which wae coded to apply a
least-squares fit to tFe decay data and to make correctlona for chemical yield, radioactive
decay, and the aliqwt of the sample ueed. The output of the computer gave the counting ratee
for the indlvtduzl radionuclides at zero tlrne of the shote.

Further computation wae performed by hand to obtain the number of flaaions, product-to-
fiasion ratloe, or R-vaiues. Determination of the R-values, defhod in Section 1.2.1, required
calibration values on flsaion products from the thermal neutron fission of U*s’. When these
were not available, or only recently obtained, comparteon analyses between LASL and NRDL
provided the necessary factors.
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TABLE 2.1 DEVICE INFORMATION

Koa Walnut oak

.

Total yield, Mt’ 1.31 * 0.08
Fission yield, Mt
Location Site Gene Near Site Janet

Shot time and 0630 M 0630 M
date 13 May 1958 15 June 1958

Shot type Land-surface Water-surface, fired
from a barge in deep
water

4 miles south of Site
Alice

0730 M
29 June” 1958
Water-land surface,
fired from an LCU
anchored in 15 feet
of water over the
lagoon reef

TABLE 2.2 CLOUD .ALTITL!DE DATA

Approximate altitude in feet.

Koa Walnut oak

Tropopause 57,000 54,000 50,000
Light and variable layer 60,000+ 55,000 55,000
Cloud top, expected* 72,000 72,000 99,000

Cloud top, observed 65,000 61,000 70,000 to

75,000
Sampling flights 60,300 56,500 56,300

* Reference 71.
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Figure2.1 Air-sampling rocket.
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Figure 2.2 Diffuser section of air-sampling rocket.



Figure 2.3 Battery of rockets ready for firing.

Ftgurs 2.4 B-57 gross particulate sampler.
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Figure 2.6 Pumps and gas bottles, B-57 g= samplers.
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Figure 2.7 Filter foU installed on top of B-50.

Figure 2.8 B-50 filter screen.
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Figure 2.9 Plan view, wind velocity hodograph, Shot Koa.
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Figure 2.11 Plan view, wind veloc i~ hodograph, Shot O*.



Cha#8r 3 -

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 DISCUSSION AND INTERPRETATION OF THE DATA

It ie noted that the achievement of Objectives 1,2, and S depended wholly or in part on the
proper functioning of the rocket eamplers. Because of their failure, there are no reaulte to be
reported on the vertical and radial distribution of particlea in the clouds, which was Objective
3. However, Objectiv&s 1 and 2 were partially met, and 4 was fully met by the alrctit samples.

Referring to the nuclidea listed in Section 1.3.5, it is to be observed that a number of them
were included for the purpose of developing a gene rai background of information on nuclide
fractionation. Although this material could serve as the basis for a separate report, it is not
being considered here, because it was not a primary concern of Project 2.8. only the data
that iw a bearing on the distribution of SrM and Ca1$?in the fallout will be covered in thie

chapter. The radiochemicai results for each of the different types of samples collected contri-
bute something to the overall evaluation.

3.1.1 Cloud Data. For the coincident sampleg from the light and variable wind layer, there
are two sets available for Shot Koa, five for Shot Walnut, and six for Shot Oak. The ratio of

“ I@ and KrCt are giventotal fissions, as calculated from the sample analytical data for Mo ,
in Table 3.1. Also listed are the R-values for SrN and Csi” from the gross particulate sam-
ples collected from the cloud at the same time. The measured Sr” and Csi$r R-valuea for the
devices are listed in Tables B. 1, B.3, and B.5. Subject to the aesumptiona inherent in the
method, which include among others that the ratio of Mom to Kr’* in the sampled portion is

‘0 fissions to Kr86 fissions gives dlreCtly thatrepresentative of the entire cloud, the ratio of Mo
fraction of the total Mosg formed in the explosion which was left in th% cloud at the time of sam-
pling (Appendix E). Multiplication of these ratios by the cloud R-values and division by the de-
vice R-values convert them to the fractions of the nuclides remaining in the cloud8, e. g.,

(–)MO)* ~R(Srn) cloud
= fraction of Srm remaining in cloud.

‘rs* cloud R(Srm) device

The last step is necessary to correct for the difference in fission yields between device neutrons
and thermal neutrons (Section 1.2.1). ‘I%eassumption is made here that the ratios of Moo’ to
Srw and Cs ‘s’ are. constant throughout the cloud. The samplea in the table are identified by
aircraft numbers, as in Appendix B to which reference should be made for further details.

‘S Srw, and CSU7 in the cloud, based on the K.rs8 fission prod-The calculated fractions of Mo ,
uct ratios, are plotted-as a function of time in Figures 3.1 through 3.3. K# was not determined
on the 27-hour samples from Walnut and CM because of its low munting rate at that time. The
points on the curves for these shots at 27 bourn are based on the fission ratios of Mo19 to ~a$,

corrected by the ratio of KraJ to Kr$s at 12 hours. On Koa the late-time ftssion ratio is extrap-
olated, and the Srrn and CaiS7 fractions are calculated from R-valuea averaged from the partic-
ulate samples taken in the main cloud on the same aircraft aa the gas samples. The fractions
for Oak are also from averages, here in the light and variable stratum, whereas for Walnut
the stabilized condition shown in Figure 3.1 is used. Sample 980 L for Oais is not included

because of the poor sampling conditions.

The fractions of theee nuclides remaining in the cloud after 1 day are given in Table 3.2.



ltwomlmbera aretobeloterpretdm thequaatuy ofmaterm thattisdf=me Cbwnln the
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U the curva for the fraction of MOWleft io the chde, the on. for the water-muface brat

(-t Walnut) ●lmw9 to a cocuiderablo degree tho behavior anticipated when the project was
piaaoed. On tho reef shot, the polate appe8r to be fluctuating around a fraction of 0.11, whereas

_for the Land-eufice detonatio~ there in tneufficieat ti to do anything but extrawlate beyond
6.5 hours. BSWO it in llkely that the fiaslon ratios would be around 1 initially, the curves
shown for Oak and Koa may be only the relatively flat part, which appears for Walnut at a later
ttmo. Thle seeme tb t+ coostetont wtth what la surmised about the cloud particle slae distribu-
tion for land and water etds.

In addition to the eamples from the ltght and variable wind layer, there were aho a number
of collections made on each shot at lower altitudes. Although not of direct application to the
project objectlvee, the rsdiochemical data for these samplee la instructive, becauae it shows
how the nucllde compositloa of the particulate matter varied with altitude. Some of the etiples
came from the bottom portions of the clouds, but those collected at t& lowestaltitudes may
have been below the base of the mushroom and would perhaps be considered as fallout. Table
3.3 gives a summary of the Srm and Cs ‘r R-values for the three stmta as related to altitude
and time of collection. The R-valuee for the samplee marked with an asterisk were calculated
as gross figures from the R-values for the stie-eeparated fractione. For the Land-eurface shot,
the R-values showed a general increase with altitude, attalalng vahtes at 60,000 feet which were
10 (Srw) to 40 (Cal”) times those expected fort he detonation. .The Water-eutiace @hotR-values
were relatively insensitive to altitude, and the enrichment factor was not more than 2 for either
nucllde. samples collected below 45,000 feet may be fmm the fallout.

On the reef shot, it appears tkt the sampling aircraft were juet entering the base of the
cloud at the 55,000-fret level, because there was a sudden jump in the R-values at this point.
The material collected at lower altitudes was depleted in both Srn and Cs:” and was not greatly
different in composition from the fallout at 1,000 feet. It 1s also noted that the enrichment fac-
tors for both nuciides went through a maximum with time for the eamples from the llght and
variable stratum. Several conjectures might be offered in explanation of thie unexpected Lm-
havior with time. One of these is that some samphg might have been done at the lower bound-
ary of the llght and variable stratum where some of the particlee collected had fallen below the
stratum where the rare gases were present. This could also be offered as a poeslble explana-
tion for the late time rise in the ratio of molybdenum to krypton in Shot @k.

Somewhat similar data for the ratios of Mo” to Kr’e and KrO’ to K# for the first 4 houre
following detonation 1s given in Table S.4. The ratios of MO’S to Kr*’ are also shown graphically
in Figure 3.4. At the lower altitudee, the Mo” was enriched and the Krea depleted with respect
to Kr*’”

3.1.2 Fallout Data. The radiochemlcal data on the fallout samples may be used to obtain
results for the distrtbutlon of Srn and CSIS’, which are complementary to those found from the
cloud. analyses. The fraction of the total Mow formed in the explosion, which has left the
cloud, is found by difference frbm the numbers given in Table 3.2. Multiplication of these fig-
ures by the Srm and Cs” R-values for the fallout and division by the device R-values convert
them to fractions otihe two nuciides in the fallout. Table 3.5 lists reeuks obtained in this way
based on the averaged composition for the fallout.

Ail the fallout samplee from thelandand reef shots show depletion of both Srw and Cs 1“ as
compared to the detonation yields. This 1s most pronounced in the earliest samples. Material
coming down at times later than 4 hours for the land shot and 6 hours for the reef shot is quite
uniform in composition and exhibits little evidence of fall rate-dependent fractionation.

The 4-hour fallout from the water-eurface “shot is depleted in both Srm and Cs ‘“, but the
10- and 13-hour samples show an enrichment. The two latter samplee have nearly the same
composition. The failure of the 6- and 8-hour flight missions makes the data rather scanty in
this case.

Theee effects are brought out clearly by the listings in Table 3.6.
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[R”(Y)]E - [R” ~)] FO

~ ‘ = [R” (Y)]C - ~“~] FO

TMS form~ can be darived by aigcbraic o~~~m f~m tho definition of th. R.v~u_ .
(APpeodix E). If, de-pit. the fact that it U incorrect, theR-value for Y in fallow b aae~gd

to be ZOIW,the *ve W@ion r~uc~ ~ t~ ‘* ‘*ssioa ‘or a ~, @ Y becomes the u~r
limiting value for the fract~a ~ ~ (or ~fractov d~r~) id ~ t~ rqion ●ampled.

Fission producte such ae Sr”, Ca ‘it, aad tO a SOmOWhatbaser ●xtent Sr& mar to ~b?e
very much like Kr St in Shote KOa, Walnut, and - -d WY b -.d tO eetimate fractional fu.
out of refractory debris or upper limits to the fraction remaiaing aioft.

The diaadvanWge of using Sro$ or Cs ‘r for thie purpae la that R-valuea must be me~~

in fallout and are necessarily constaot. The chief advantage is that the analyses may w OX.

tended to longer timee, because the ~K-live$ am low ~ a •~i~e~ ~=Ple my be obmiaed
by simpiy filter~ more air.

Valuas have been calculated in the above maaaer aad are given h Table $.7.
In calculating the valuee for fraction of Mo“ in the cloud, the data must be picked from

Tablee B.1 through B.6 with care. Only cloud samples takan in the light and varkable iayere
are used, and these are matched on aa individual basis wUh height lhe -@es *n at a iater
time, wherever pcmible.

The haif-llvee of the noble-gas precureora of the nuclides used above are: CS;ST, 3.8 miautee;
sr~’, 3.2 minutes; Sr~, 33 eeconcia; Y’i, 10 ●econde; CelU, -1 eecond; Cel*, none. The frac-
tion of Mo” remaining in the cloud as calculated by each of those nuclides generally lacreeses
inveraeiy aa the haif-life of the nucllde’a noble-ga# precurnor. If it ia u“sumed that the R-
values in the height line empiee are representative of the material that has fallen from the
Ught and variable layer, the results of tile Calculation of thO fractioa of MO” remaining in the
cioud may be interpreted to mean that the original R-values in the light and variahlo layer were
not representative of the device. Thin U due to the fact that if the original R-valuee were
representative and if the average R-value is used for ail the fallout, the fraction of Mo’g calcu-
lated to remain in the cloud (y) should be the same no matter which radionuclide la used in the
calculation.

However, the same experimental data could have been obtained U the sampled region origin-
ally had representative R-vaiuee, provided the R-valuee from the heIght line eamplee were not
representative .of all the fallout from the light and variable layer. The aaeumption here la that
the unsampled portion of the fallout, i. e., the portion between 1,000 and 50,000 feet, had R-
vaiues between those found in the fallout and in the cloud. The explanation of euch behavior
might be that nuciide~ that condense shortly after the exploeion occur in larger particles than
nuclides thatcondense later, e. g., thoee with noble-gas precursors. The iarger particles fail
faater, are depleted in the cioud samplee, and are enriched in the’ height line eamples. The oP-
poaite situation would exist for small particles. The actual explanation of the variation in the
calculated fraction of MO’Sremaialng in the cloud may well be a combination of the two given above.

Small variations, such as those due to experimental uncertainties in the R-valuec, have
large effecte on the calculation when the differences between the device R-values and those
obeerved in the cloud and fallout are emall. The Mo” f~actione calculated from CsiS’ and Sr”,
the two nuclldes having the longest-lived noble-gas precureore and ehowing the greatest frac-
tionation, are given in Table 3.8. They are compared to the Mo” fractiona calculat~ from
Kr8S.
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~eumoftbt mclidef ractiaufrolllthe oloadaadfallaat~ bltmea6&H, ~
vialed that tM R-rahms used are rOp_80ntii~@ of - W d _ U * *1*. W esem8
to be llkely for the f~lout whore the R-valuec ckf?e only rouivoiy sllghtly with tti but more
doubtful hi the cloud as a result of the matter of the analytlcd results. Tsblo 3.9 gives a
comparlsoa betvhen the deposited f ractlone (from Table S.5) and airborno fractions (fmm
Tables 3.2 and W. l%e agreement is generally as good as could be expected, considering
the nature of the data.

In Shot KOa, the @s sample data is very meager. The g- and particulate samplea are not
matched well in time and altitude. It in belleved that the MO’Dfractions, and consequently the
Srn and CsU’ fractions, as calculated from the Sr” and CsU’ in the cloud and fallout are better
values than those calculated from Kr6’.

For Shot Walnut, the late fallout results are limited and not interpretable in obtaining the
fraction airborne; hence, only the gas sample data has been UEed. This fallout data also leads
to unreasonably large fractions deposited.

In Shot Oak, both fallout and gas eamplea gave similar valuee for the fracttons deposited and
airborne. The averages have been used.

3.2 DATA RELIABILITY

3.2.1 Crose-Contamination of Koa .Samples. W discuseed in Section 2.S.2, a preliminary
examination of the samples from Shot Koa, shortly after their receipt at LMI+ indicated that
they might be badly contaminated with debris from Shot Fir. If this were the case, the fission
ratios from the Koa cloud data could not be used for the detemnlnat!on of fallout partition, be-
cause they would not be representative of the detonation. To lnveetigate the extent of cross.
contamination, the Koa samplee were analyzed

Table 3.10 gives a summary of the results of this %mrk.

It te evident
that the Koa eamples contained at most a little over 1 percent of material from the Flr cloud,
and generally much less. Hence, the quantitlec of molybdenum and krypton introduced into the
Koa cloud from Fir were small enough eo that they would have a negligible effect on the fission
ratios.

3.2.2 Accuracy of Radiochemistry. Radlonuclide analyses on the particle samples were
accurate to 5 percent on a relative basis, and the gaa counting had an accuracy better than
10 percent.

3.2.3 Reliability of Sampllng. Certain points on the curves of Figure 3.1 are to be attributed
somewhat less w.gniflcance than the others because of uncertainties regarding the samples.
On Koa, the fission ratio for Sampie 981 R may be off by a factor of 2 as a result of the small
sample size and high counter background from fallout, which would decrease the counting ac -
curac y. On Walnut, Sample 978 L (27.5 hour) the probe velocity was Low, and Kr*’ only was
determined, (Probe velocity refers to the pumptng speed in the gas particle coincident sam-
ple r.) Sample 930 h for Oak has been disregarded because of the very low probe velocity,
which would tend to make the Moo@to Kr88 ratio too high.

3.2.4 Particle Fail Rateu and Spectffc Activities. The particle eIze distributions (and hence
the spectflc activity as a functlom of particle size) could have been altered in a number of ways
before the fall rate etudies were made. Among theee are breakup of particles by impaction on
the filter, 10S4 of fine particlea hi handling, spontaneous breakup of particles in the fallout pmc-
eoe itself due to atmospheric moisture (see Appendtx C regarding the behavior of particles in
liquids), and several other possible meann of alteration.

It 1s possible to calculate what fall rate a particle muld need to fall 59,000 feet in four hours,
1.e., to be collected in Koa Massive L1. This fall rate 1s 125 cm/eec. The diameter of a
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spherical particle with a fall -e of 125 c~sec ~ *t 120 microne. FQure c.! gives es~en.

t~ly nO Particles with fall IWM as grS* ~ ~25 c~aoc. However, F@re C.1O ~ves about
30 P&cent of the particles with diameters greater than 12o

poeaibly due to the effect of the micromerosraph on weakly
may not be untform on all types of particles.

The above example illuat rates tie inconsistencies in the
caution in making interpretation based on them.

microns. ‘&s dkg~ernent is
Constructed particles, and the effect

data and points out the need for

3,3 COMPA~N WITH RESULTS OF PREVIOUS TESTS

Shote were fired during Operation Redwing uncler conditions eimilar to those of the Hardta&
series, and some results are available from published reports, which may be Ued for corn.
~rkon purpoeee. Results on the ratios of MOS9to Kr8e and on the Sr’” R-values as a function
of altitude in the cloud for the first 4 hours are rep~duc@ in Table 3.11 from Reference 29.
It is noted that for the land and reef shots the Sr w R-values lncreaee and the Moss to Krea ratios
decrease in a manner generally comparable to the eimikr Hardtack eventa. On the water shots,
the Srw R-values are nearly constant with altitude, as ~ th Walnut, but the ratios of MOJ’ to
Kra$ are not comparable.

The fallout R-values for the Hardtack shots are generailY not inco~istent with those arrived
at for the Redwing shots by Project 2.63. The latter gave radionucllde Compositions which
generated computed decay curves in good agreement with those actually measured on several
d~ferent types of tnst ruments. The R-valuee from Redwing are listed in Table 3.12. Fallout
R-values for Srw amd Cs ‘S7 collected in different locationa from T-a and Zuni (land and reef
shots) showed variations of up toan order of magnitude. The fallout collections from those
stations ciosest to the zero point were most depleted in these nuclides. Flathead and Navajo
(water surface shots) gave much less change in the R-values with distance from the zero point—
at most a factor of 2.

3.4 EFFECTIVENESS OF DC3TRUMENTATION

The aircraftborne sampling equipment performed in a generally satisfactory manner through-
out the entire operation with the exception of some malfunctioning of the gaa compressor pumps
after the first shot. This was due primarily to the shortage of time for checkout prior to actual
operational use. As the participating personnel gained experience, communicantions improved
and the sampling flighte progressed more smoothly. Each of the three types of aircraft sampling
equipment is considered to be well suited for its intended use.

Difficulties experienced with the rocket sample rs are fully described in Chapter 2 and
Appendix A.
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T.4BLE 3.2 PERCENT OF NUCLIDES LEFT
IN CLOUD AFTER 1 DAY

Koa 2*2 11 i 11 36 s 36

Walnut 20z5 30&8 36=9

oak 11*5 38: 15 51 x 25
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TABLE 3.6 ENRICHMENT FACTORSfN FALLOUT

S8mpla sampling
R! R,

Number Time
br

Shot KOS:

Mssaive L1 4
MSB8iV0 R2 6

, bfaSSiVO R3 8
Masaive R4 10

Massive R5 12

Wilson Sp. R 6

Shot Walnut:

Maaaive 1 RI 4
Massive Z R1 10
Massive 2 R2 13

0.66
0.73

0.73
0.73

0.75
0.74

0.70
1.28

1.16

0.34
0.50
0.50

0.46
0.46
0.45

0.58
1.46

1.46

Shot Oak:

Massive R1 4 0.76 0.19

Masaive R2 6 0.64 0.23

Massive R3 6 0.82 0.56

Massive R4 10 0.62 0.56

Maasive R5 12 0.78 0.55

R,= ~(w]Fo: [Rn(9Q)]E

. Ratio of Srm to MO’S observed in fallout
Ratio of Srm to Mo” expected from the device

‘2= [Rm(137)]FO: b“(137)]E
= Ratio of Cs11?~ M# ~bsened in f~lout

~tio of C51H to MOW expected from the device

TABLE 3.7 Mon FRACTIONS FROM COMBINED DATA

Time of Collection (Hours) Fraction of Mossin Cloud Calculated From.

Cloud Fallout CJ31 S@g Sr* pa @.i c~tn

Koa 4.5 6 0.015 0.024 0.039 0.26 0.33 0.24

7.3 8 0.012 0.016 0.026 0.20 0.33 0.17
—

8 10 0.015 0.021 0.033 0.28 0.36 0.22

11 12 0.011 0.017 0.023 0.22 0.55 0.19

walnut 1.6 4 0.34 0.36 0.42 0.90 1.0 0.68

3.4 4 0.53 0.56 0.55 1.04 1.0 0.65

6.8 13 ——— 0.93 1.1 0.51

oak 2.1 4 0.22 0.18 0.12 0.43 0.61 0.14

2.1 6 f).~1 0.15 0.16 0.51 0.44 0.42

6 ‘9 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.17 0.24 0.07

6 10 0.06 0.06 0.04 o-y) 0.19 0.06
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TABLE 3.11 CLOUD DATA, OPERATION REDWING

This information is taken from Reference 29.

Altitude R%O) Mon:K#

Laad-Surface Shot (Zuni):

41,000 0.51

51,000 0.64

55,000 2.0

Reef Shot (Tewa):

32,000 0.44
46,000 0.47

51,000 0.86

53,000 1.s

Water-Surface Shot (Navajo):

39,000 0.75

43,000 0.64
43,000 0.64

46,000 0.68

50,000

50.0
2.s

0.11

16.6

14.3
0.77

0.59

14.3
- 100*

o.97t
- 10V

0.54

● Nota similarity to ratios for Shota Koa and Oak at

lot altitude.
+ Mo”:K#$m.

TABLE 3.12 R-VALUES, OPERATION REDWING

RS8(90) RS9(137)

Shot
cloud

Average
Cloud

Average

Fallout Fallout

Flathead -1.1 0.34 -2.3 0.32

Navajo 0.8 0.7

Tewa -1.0 0.29 ‘ ‘1.5 0.14

Zuni -~.o 0.25 - 2.8 0.08
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CONCL=O~ AND RECOKMEN’DATIONS

●

4.1 CONCLUSIONS

The failure of the rocket sampling program made it necessary to rely almost exclus iveiy
upon the technique of relative enrichment of volatile material in an iaoiated Portion of the cloud
for the measurement of fallout partition. Thie technique la an unproved one that includee come
rather bold aaeumptiona and a number of experimental difficulties.

It wae not possible to sample at altitudes aa high aa desirable, and differences in cloud height
with energy releaae and their eubaequent effects upon fallo partition were not clearly defined.
However, with these reaervatione, it lo concluded that the technique generated a reasonably
consistent body of data that vnie interpretable in the faahion expected.

The pattern of progressive enrichment of volatile material in an isolated portion of the cloud
waa displayed in Shot Walnut on a rather long time scale. However, if progressive enrichment
occurred in Shots Koa and Oa& it waa on a time scale abort compared to 2 lxxme. Be@Me the
program for early sampling by rockets waa not successful, no information vma obtained on a
time-dependent effect in the direction of enrichment.

1. The results suggest that, for a 1.21 -Mt device (Koa) detonated on a coral surface, about
one-f tfth of the Srw formed ia diape reed over dletancee greater than4,000 miles. For a device

detonated on a modified ocean surface (sand-filled barge), the
mtion mc reaaes to about one-third. A device with a 9-Mt yield (Oak) in shallow water over
a coral reef aleo diepersea about one-third of the Sr& produced at distances greater than 4,000
miles.

2. Fractions of Cs ‘St corresponding to thoee given above for Srrn are about -two-thlrda
dispersed for Koa, about one-third for Walnut, and about one-half for Oak.

Beside the obvious environmental differences in these detonation, the following are come

of the factors that may have an effect on the fractions of varioua radionuclidea that are widely

dispersed: (a) An 8.9 -Mt device produces a concentration of debris in the cloud volume lower
by about a factor of 2 than the smaller devices studied here. (b) The time it takes the fireball
to cool to 1,000° C waa about three times aa long for Oak as for Koa and Walnut. (c) The eiae
distributions of the fallout phrticlea may well be different for devices of different yield even
though shot environment ia similar. (d) The iargeet yield device had an appreciably larger
fraction of its resulting cloud in the stratosphere where high-velocity winds could effect greater
dieperaion. (e) The different chemical and physical nature of the fallout particlee may make
for different diMributions of varioue radionuclides between local and worldwide fallout.

3. Radionuclide fractionation la pronounced in shots over a coral land eurface. The local
fallout la depleted in both Srm and CaiS’, while the upper portion of the cloude are enriched.
Fractionation la m~ch Less for water-surface shots.

4. Nuclear cloude are nonuniform in composition, and certain nuclide ratloe vary by rather
large amounte from top to bottom. Again, this la much larger for detonations on land than on
water surfaces.

5, The radiochemicai studies of fine and marae particlea indi=te that the flesion products
with rare-gae precurao re- Sr8’, Srw, YOi, and Cs ‘$’— are in general more concentrated in the
fine particles in the iand and reef ahota. In the water-surface shot, they appear to be more
evenly distributed among the particle groups.

6 Srw and Cs ‘s’ distributions computed from cloud and fallout data are roughly in agree-.
ment with one another.
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4.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

The ratio of local to worldwido fallout ~ e~sontmly go~ern.d by tm distribution of particles
with respect to size and altitude in the cloud at etahiliaation, Le., at an early time before ap-
preciakie failotit has occurred, and by th~ specific activity of radionuciides of interest as a
function of particle size. The latter function may vary with altitude in the cloud at stabilization.

The basic types of information necessary to calculate the fractions of a given radionucUde in
local and woridwide fallout from particulate samples are: (1) the particle size at which division
into local and worldwide fallout occurs for each sample, (2) the fraction of the volume of the
cloud swept out in obtaining each sample, (3) the mass of each of the two groups of particles
in each sample, and (4) the R-values of the radionuclide of intereet in each of the two groups
of particles in each sample.

The first of these can be calculated in advance from the criteria for worldwide fallout from

the altitude of sample collection. The second can be calculated from the area of tiw sampling
system by obtaining the total volume of the cloud and the cloud dimensions at various altitudes
from cloud photography. The third can be obtained by separating the particles into the neces -
sary two fractions during sampling and subsequently weighing each group. The fourth can be
obtained by radiochemical analyse!s of each of the two particie groups.

It is recommended that such a program be carried out U the opportunity is presented by
future nuclear tests.



Appendix A -

ROCKET DEVELOPME~

A.1 HARDTACK PERFORMANCE

A.1.l 6 May Test. Four rockets were set up on Si* Yvonm for testing during Shot
Cactus, an 18-kt detonation; two were located at 3,200 feet from grmmd zero, and two
were placed at a position some 5,000 feet farther down-island. It wsa planned to fire both
of the down-island rockets and one of those situated at 3,200 feet to check out the perform-
ance of tlM array prior to opmational use on Shot Koa. The remainx rocket WSLSto be
left unfired on its launcher so that the results of exposure to the detonation could be ob-
served.

The hunching equipment for the close-in rocket that was to have been fired was ren-
dered inoperative by the blast, but neither of the rockets at the close-in site were dsm-
ageci. Both of the down-island rockets fired, sad one penetrated the cloud and was recover-
ed from the lagoon. However, it collected no activity, because the cloud height was less
than predicted and the sampler head was programed to open at sn altitude higher than the
resultant cloud top. The second rocket flew in an erratic mauner, missed the cloud and
sank. Its nose section was recovered from the bottom of the lagoon, snd a post-mortem
examination indic@?d that the rocket had probably been damaged by a fIying object prior
to launching.

A.1.2 9 May Test. Two rockets were fired from Site Wilma for system check and nose
section recovery practice, but both nose sections were leaky and sank soon after striking
the wabr. The cause of the leakage was not known, but it w- thought that a contributing

factor might have been the existence of a partial vacuum inside the sampling heads, be-
cause they were sealed at an aItitude of about 80,000 feet where the ambient pressure is
much below that at sea level. To correct this situation, small holes of shout O.040 -inch
diarmter were drilled in the nose sections and coated with a hydrophobic grease, thereby
allowing air pressure equalization without permitting the entry of water. Static tests
showed that no water entered the sampler heads by this route.

A.I.3 13 May Test. Eighteen rockets were set up for firing at the Koa cloud, but, as
described previously, none was launched (Section 2.3.2).

A.1.4 26 May Test. After modification and testing of the launching equipment subse-
quent to Shot Koa, it was kelieved that the system was fully operational. It was desired
at this time to @st the complete array with a full complement of rockets. Four rockets
were set up on Sib Mary, eight on Site Sally, and six-on Site Wilma for firing at the
Yellowwood cloud. The cloud from Shot YellowWood did not develop to the extent predict-
ed, snd launching signals were sent only to the launchers on MV and SaUY at H + 131A
minutes. All rockets launched successfully. The rockets on Wilma were intentionally
not launched, because it was apparent that their trajectories would not intersect the cloud.
Even of those fired, four were seen to have missed the cloud.
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Three nose mctfons wem recovered. The cap on the first nose seotlon W= ~ ~,

probsbly as a result 9f a short in the Cirotit bat fired* n-e cap removal s~b; ~m.
fore, no sample was collected. The SOCOIid nOSS Section wm from a rocket prOgrUied to

open at 30,000 loot. when recovered, tie no- section cont~d *@ 60 ~ Of water. AZ
H + 9 hours the filter of this nose section read shout 1 mr/hr at the surface. ‘lM third
nose section was from a rocket programed to open at 55,000 feet. About 100 ml of war
had leaked into it, and the surface reading of its filtar was 25 mr~ * H + 9~z hours.

After this shot, an intensive effort wss ma to dOtOrM@I * CSUS@of le*W of water
into the nose sections. It was found that the ball joint setig tie forw=d end of the nose
section after sampling could bounce back a small amount after closure, thereby permitting
water to enter. A latching mechanism was designed to lock the ball joint in its totally

closed position. This modification w= then spplied to all nose sections.

A.I.5 1 June Test. Three rockets werz fired from Siti WilMa to tiet thO modified ball-
joint closure mechsnism. ‘he sustainer motor on the first rocket did not ignite, causing
the nose section to remain attached to this unit, which fell into the lagoon snd sank. The
second rocket was damaged by impact with a coral bad. The third nose section was re-
covered intact and was dry inside. This represented a completely successful performance
of the system. It appeared that the problem of water leakage into the nose section had
been solved.

A.1.6 15 JUIM Test. Ten rockets ww’e set up for firing at the Walnut cloud. Of these,
six were successfully launched (Section 2.3 .3).

A.1,7 20 June Test. Eecauee of the presence of water in the nose sections after Sbd
Walnut, two rockets were fired from Wilma to further investigate the cause of leakage.
The nose section of the first rocket failed to separate from the sustairw motor and was
destroyed when it hit the reef. Tim second nose section was recwered in the lagoon, and
50 ml of water was found to have leaked into it. It was conjectured at this time that the
low ambient temperature (-100” F) encountered by the rocket at altitude might be freez-
ing and causing distortion of the O-ring seals.

A.1.8 23 June Test. A nose section with parachute was dropped from a helicopter at sa
altitude of about 1,500 feet. It was recovered wltliin 21A minutas after striking the lagoon,
and again, 50 ml of water was found inside. The possibility that the impact with the water
caused the l&ge rear conical seal to open momentarily was suspected. This was suggest-
ed @ the rather large vohum of wstar that had entered in a relatively short time.

&l.9 24 June Test. Two noes sections with parachutes were dropped from au altitude
of 1,500 feet in an sffort to determine the exact point of water leakage. In the first nose
section, the filtar was replaced by a rubber membr~; and both the fore and aft spaces
of b noes section were stuffed with absorbent paper tissue, so any water leaking in
would be retained near the point of entry. After recovery, it was found that no water had
leaked into this unit. The second nose section, which was the same one used in the 23
JUIM test, was also stuffed with tissue. However, a normai ffIter unit was used to sepa-
rate the sections rather than a rubber membrane. When recovered, this nose section
was found to be dry inside. There was no difference between recovery conditions on the
23 and 24 June tests, except that the lagoon surface was rough 23 June and calm 24 June.
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U LATEH RESEARCH

It is seen in Figumc Al end A2, illustrating tbe progru of the rocket and of tbs
nose section, that the system is a complex one.

~ the early stages d work m & rocket, prior to the field operation, it had been rec-
ognized that the chance of having a completely cperationd system reedy for sampling the
Hsrdtsck clouds was smsll, becsuee of the short length of time available for development
and test firing. Nevertheless, it seemed possible that tiM remsining defects of a minor
nature could be rectffled in the field. The operational flights and beta already described
show that significant progress was * toward this objective.

However, afbr the tests of 24 June, it became apparent that the cause of nose section
lesksge and other malfunctions could not be determined snd corrected with facilities
available at EPG. Further work, utilizing range and test installations in the United
States, was er3sentiaI to the attainment of a completely successful sampling system. Ac-
cordingly, the rocket portion of Project 2.8 was terminated 27 June with the concurreme
of the Chief, AFSWP, and the Division of Military Application, AEC. All unffred rounds
were shipped to California.

From July to DecemImr 1958, the Cooper Development Corp. testad the rockets from
the EPG to investigate possible modes of entry of watar into the sampling hesds (Refer-
ence 69).

T’hree nose sections identical to those flown in the f.fnal EPG rounds were subjected to
envirountal tests at North American Aviation Co. during July. The tests included low-
temperature cycle, vibration, and acceleration.

For the low-temperature tests, the forward and aft seals were closed, and the prc-
gmrner and its container were removed. Thermocouples were placed on the O-rings of
the forwsrd end aft seals. The assembly was brought to room temperature (75” F), and
the cold chamber was stabilized at -65” F. The nose section was placed in the cold
chamber and allowed to stand for 5 minutes. At the end of thst time, the forward seal
O-ring temperature was -10” F. The nose section wss removed from the cold chamber
and allowed to remsin at room temperature for 4 minutes, then completely submerged
in water for 1 minute and allowed to float at its normal level for 4 minutes. When the
section wss removed from the water snd disassembled, it was found that no leakage had
occurred.

Tlx? nose section used for the vibration test was a complete flight-ready assembly
except thst the skin around the diffuser had been removed. The acceleration load was
maintained at 5 g’s while Us vibration frequency was varied from 3 to 2,000 cps. TIM
dwell time at each resonant frequency was 1 minute. The vibration was applied first in
tb pI~ parallel to the longitudinal centerline of the assembly, then in the plane per-
pendicular to the centerline. No failures occurred,

For the acceleration tests, a flight-ready nose section assembly was separated into
two sections at the filter joint. Both sections were placed on a spin table in the decelera-
tion plain, and the Toad was raised to 50 g’s and held there for 1 minute. No failures
occurred. The sections were then placed in the acceleration plsne, and the load wss
again increased to 50 g’s and maintained at that IeveI for 1 minute. The programer
started its functions at approximately 15 g’s, continued to operate properly, sad no fsil-
ures ccc urred. The test was then repeated using the nose see+.ion that had been vibration
tested, snd b results were the same. The four tests showed that the sampling cone de-
sign was entirely compatible with the anticipated environmental conditions.

Beginning 17 July; further testing of possible sources of leakage in the nose sections
was conducmd at the Morris Dam Small Caliber Rsnge, Azusa, California, which is a
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fdli& of ths U.S. Naval Or@mce Teti -m, PSS*IW, Ctiornia. TbII ~~mblies
were drom=d *the war * V*CUS -lOS =d wf~ V~OUS m--ttcns. T& first
e~t wste were carried out by &oppfns the assemblies from a height of approximately

32 feet at an81es of ?5” end 90” with the bree hole left open. Other tam idudd &OpS
of nose eectiona attached to parachtio from 100 f-t, f~e-fall drOPS with ths breathe
hole clceed, and parachub drops with a neoprene boot on thO forw=d seal of the nose sec-
tiO~. ~ l-t Sk mete u80d SOCtiOnS h w~ch a VSCUUM (23 ~~e Of =mcury), 8iml=

to the near-vacuum of the upper atmoephors, had been induced. ExsMinatlon of these ZS-
eemblies after recbvery showed that the VaCUUMremhd when the breti hole was
sealed.

‘IWs@y-seven tests using ten nose section assemblies were conducted over a 5-day
period. This work, plus f-r testing at the Cooper Development Corporation plait,
indicated that certain points around tlM forward bell-seal joint ad the operating mecha-
niem wre susceptible to small leeks when the pressure difference between the interior

and exterior of the ditier-filter section increased. The neoprene tit, which c wered

the o~rating mechanism, had proved to be particularly vulnerable during the EPG firings
and later tests. ‘f%e reliability of the seal w- increased a great deal by redesign of the
boot, ad only infrequent minute leaks were observed afzr installation of the improved
boots. These leaks were repaired as they occurred, until the seal was tight enough ta
hold a pressure difference of 23 inches of mercury for 10 minutes.

Following the successful drop tests, two flight test rounds ware fired at the Navel
Mssile Center (TJMC), Point Mugu, California, 24 July. The noee sections for these
rounds were modified to incorporate the improvemen~ which had been made during the
tests at Morris Dam. All programer function timee were as planned, and both rounds
were judged to be successful. Their trajectories were followed throughout the flights by
rsnge radar, enskding the impact points to be quickly located by radars on the search air-
craft. The nose sections were then recovered by a rescue craft. One of them was com-
pletel y dry, and the second contained only a few milliliters of water. When the sections
were disassembled, it was observed that the dry one had maintained a partial vacuum,
while the other had apparently leaked air to equalize the pressure.

In spite of the success of the flight taste, it was felt that still fuzther improvements
could be made in sealing the diffuser-filter assembly. A conference was held in August
between Cooper and UCRL personnel to investigate new approaches to the problem. After
study of the design, it was concluded that moving the forward ball-seal O-ring from the
forward to aft side of the ball would eliminate several possible sources of leakage, al-
though the re would be some sacrifice of performance. Slight leakage had been observed
during some of the tests at the mbher boot on the push-pull rod, around the nose cap
cable entries, and at the forward nose cap blowoff joint. Relocation of the O-ring to a
position aft of these areas was expected to prevent any water that might enter from reach-
ing the filter. All_changes in design that had been made at the EPG and later, including
the relocation of the O-ring, were incorporated in a new set of drawfngs, and two new
nose sections were manufactured to the revised drawings.

A new antenna system, consisting of two bent dipolee located on opposi~ sides of the
nose section snd positioned as far forward as possible so that they would be shove the
surface of the water, was &vised for the recovery transmitter. TMS system was tested
at Puddingstone Dam near Pomona, California, 20 November. The anteqna was first

sub-rged, then the nose section was allowed to flo- during the test. Readable signals
were received u far as 5 miles away with both ground end aircraft receivere. The sig-
nal was both stronger and steadier thsn that produced by the antennas used on the EPG
rounds.
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l)rop M using the* redesigrmd nose sections WWre conduoted at Morris Dam,

22 November. The assemblies wxw dro~d five times each from a height of 35 feet.
No paraoluites. wem used, shd tbe mgle of irnpaot wsa not controlled. Both assemblies
remained coxpletily dry on the insi& throughout ths tests. M motion was slightly
damaged when it came to tbe surface under a steel barge, but this was quickly repaired.

The two new nose sections -m assembled into flight rounds for tests at NMC, 2
December. Both rounds were launched at an elevation of 75” and aaimuth of 217”, The sec-
ond stage of tlm first round either failed to ignita or ignited only partially, as evidenced
by the Iack of a contratl and the ‘horizontal range of only 14,200 yards. Nose section
separation and parachute deploment were achieved satisfactorily. The nose section was
located after impact by a very strong, steady, directional signal from the recovery trsne-
mitter and by sightfng the dye marker. The nose section was completely dry inside, and
a vkuum seal had been maintained for 21Ahours. On the next round, second-stage igni-
tion was observed, and the range radar showed nose section separation at approximately
105,000 feet. The payload descended very rapidly and could not be located by the search
craft. The radar plots gave no indication as to the nature of t& malfunction that evidently

“occurred. It is possible that the main parachute failed to deploy or that the pilot chute
was fouled by tkw motor.

These were the final tests csrried out in the development of an ooesn recovery version
of the cloud sampling rocket. The results indics!ed that the improvements in design made
subsequent to the field operation resulted in a more practical system thsa the one available
in April 1958. However, further flight testing would be desirable if the rocket is to be
used in a future cloud sampling program.
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RADIOC?IEMICAL DATA TABLES

Tables B.1 through B.6 contain a compilation af radicchemical dsta for all the samples
collectid by project aircraft. The samplers are identified by the aircraft number. The

letters R or L placed next to the aircraft number indicate that sampling units toward the
right or left side of the aircraft were used. The single rocket ssmple obtained is also
included. The analytical reeults are tabulated separately for tlm gas and particulate
samples from the three shots. Data on the particuhte material is divided inti three

groups, namely, gross cloud samples, size-separatad cloud samples, and fallout sam-
ples. In each table. the results tie arranged in the order of increasing time of collection.

The following general remarks wiU serve to clarify certain entries in the tables:
1. All fission values based on Mo* in the particulate sample tabulations have been

normalized to a LASL K-factor of 2.50 x 10s. This factor gave approximately the correct
numhr of fissions in samples from all three shots snd facilitated comparison of the re-
sults from different laboratories.

6. All Srn snd Srw R-values have been normalized to the LASL vslues by means of
the Koa samples analyzed at both LASL snd NRDL.

7. All Ygi R-values have been normalized to the NRDL values by me sns of the Koa
ssmples analyzed at both LASL and NRDL.

8. The term “probe velocity” refers to the pumping speed in the gas-particle coin-
cident sampler. S&nples collectid at a low probe velocity are very likely nonrepresenta-
tive of the cloud.

9. On Koa, the massive samples were collected on the 60,000-foot height line; the
Wilson special 9ample was from the ge~rsl fallout.

10. The fine and coarse fractions for the Koa md Osk size-separated ssmples were
segarsted st a nominal fall rate of 1 cm/sec. Nominal fall rates for the Wsl.nut fractions
were: fine fraction, less than 0.1 cm/sec; medium fraction, 0.1 to 1.0 cm/sec; znd
coarse frsction, greater than 1 cm/sec.

11. The sampling altitudes given for Aircraft 978 on Walnut and 981 on Osk are thought
to be too M@, but more reliable figures sre not available.



PARTTCLE DATA AND CHARACTERISTICS, SHOT KOA
b

C.1 SXZE DISTRIBUTION, FALL RATE, AND SPECIFIC ACTMTY DATA

Fell rti distribution d- particle size data, and specific-aotlviiy fall-r- data are
presented in graphical form in Figures C.1 through C.13, for the cloud and fallout sam-
ples Ustad in Table Cl. Samples, 500, 502, and 977 from the cloud were separated into
coarse and firms fractions with the Bahco centrifuge before determination d the distribu-
tion curves. The boundary betwwn the centrifuge fraotlone is as given in Appendix B.
No fall rate work was dorn on samples taken from the cloud at times later than 4 hours
because of the small qusntity of matirial collected. These r%SUltS are being reported

primarily for record purposes.

C.2 PARTICLE CHARACTERISTICS

Most of the particlee were translucent white and had an frregular shape. Some fl~

asmg-s — small spheres apparently formed by condeasstion-and clusters of varying
sizes were also present. Many of the larger particles were discolored with a reddish-
brown stain, presumably due to iron oxide.

The main constituents were identified as Ca(OH)2 ad CaC03 (both calcite and aragonits)
by examination with polarized light and by X-ray diffraction. Small quantities of ocean
water salts were observed in all the samples.

The particles disintegrxd spontaneously into many small fragments when brought into
contact with liquids. The disintegration was most rapid with water but also occurred at a
slower rats with hydrocarbons and other fluids. Because of this effect, their density could
not be debrmined by the bromobenzene-bromoform method.

Size measurement and type classification were described in Section 2.4; this investiga-
tion is summarized in Table C.2.
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TABLE C.1 LIST 0? SAMPL= MEASURED, SHOT KOA

Fall Rate Particlo Sizo specific

Distribution Dietributiort Activity
.

Massive L1 hssivo L1 McssivcL3
MSSSJVOL2 Massive L4 Wilson Specisl

hf8SSiV0 L3 502 coarse 502 Coarse

Mssaive L4 502 Pine 502 Fine

~saive LS 500 coarse .500 Coeree

Wilson Specld 500 Fine 500 Fine
502Coarse 977Coarse 977coarse
502Fine 977 Pine 977 Fine
500 Coarse

500 Fine
977 coarse
977 Floe

TABLE C. 2 PARTICLE CLASSIFICATION AND SIZE MEASUREMENTS,
SH~ KOA

Number of ~-
Sample Particles

Particle Type

Meaaured
Size [rregular Aggregates Sp~

Massive L1
Msssive L4
502 Coarse
502Fine

500Coarse
500Fine
977 Coarse

977 Pine

11s

216

2ss

287

331

619
264

299

microns

155

65

48

19

46

24
47

21

pet pet

67.3 18.5

51.4 16.2

62.0 11.0
93.7 3.5

63.7 2.3

94.0 3.1
76.1 9.s
94.6 . 2.3

pet

14.1

32.4
7.0

28

29.0

2.9

14.4

3.1
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Appendix D -

METEOROLOGICAL DATA TABLES

Meteorological data for the Shot days of Koa, Walnut, and Oak are presented, Tables
D.1 through D.3 give
temperature data.

winds aloft, whereae Tables D.4 through D.6 give atmospheric
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APpendix E -

DERIVATION OF FORMULA FOR PERCENT

The formula given in Chapter 3 for the percent

MOLYBDENUM LEFT IN CLOUD

Mom left in the cloud is based on a mate-

rialbalance for some nuclide, Y. It csn be derived u follows:

Let YE =

Yc =

Y~o =

MOE =

.Moc =

MoFO =

Y=

k=

[Rn~Y)]E =

[R99(Y)]c =

[Rss(y)]FO =

YE =

=

=

atoms Y formed in the explosion

atoms Y left in cloud

atoms Y in fallout

atoms MOH form d h the explosion

atoms Mo* left in the cloud

atoms Mosg in the fallout

fraction of Moss atoms left in cloud

the ratio atoms Y: atoms M09* formed in thermal
neutron fission, a constant

R-vaIue for nucIide Y in explosion

R-value for nuclids Y in cloud

R-value for nuclide Y in fallout

YC + YF()

MOE YE/MOE

MOE k [R”(Y)lE

since [R9S(Y)l E = [YE/MOE l/k

Y~ = Moc y@fOc

=_ hfOc k [RW(Y)lC

since [Rn (l?)]c = [Yc/Mocl ~

‘FO = MOFO YFO/MOFO

= MOFO k [Rw (Y)]FO
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S- [R*(Y)lFO = [yF#oFd~ -

From EquatloII E.1 ainoe Moc = Mow ~ MOFO “ MoE(1 -Y)
.

MOE k [RaM]E = Mo~ k [RW(Y)lC + MoE(1 -y) k [R*(Yl]Fo (E.2)

dividing EqutioB E*2 by MoE k ad ~~r-
.

[RW(Y)lE - [RWmlFO
Y=

[RW(Y)lC - (Rti(Y)]FO
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